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ABSlRACT

I NTRODUCT I ON

ÇHÂPIER Vl t - n HOUSI¡IG-SYSTFH FoR A lFlsltRF F¡LvISoNUENI

THE DESIGN OF A HOUSING SYSTEH IS DESCRIBED. gTITH IT, TI{E ARCHITECÏ
FASHIONS AN ENVIROI]I4ENT CAPABLE OF ENCOURAGING THE DESIRED SOCIAL AND

NATURAL ÔUALITIES, WHILE THE USER COiITROLS THE SHAPIIìG OF HIS INDIVfD-
UAL DWELLING Ar¡D TllE rIAYS IN t¡lHICH S0l'1E COMl'lUNAL SPACES ARE USED. THE
HOUSING SYSTEM SHOULD COHPLEI'IENT THE STYLE OF LIFE OF A MAN AT LEISURE
I{fTHIN.

CHAPTFR II . IHPLTCATIONS OF THF I FISIIRE RFVCII IITION

THE VALUE OF }IORK IN GIVING DIRECTION AND i"IEANING
TO LIFE IS DECREASING FOR HANY NORTH AMERICANS,
IIHILE ACTIVITIES OF MAN AT LEISURE ARE ASS.UMING

HORE II'IPORTANCE '

CHAPTER IiI - TOWARDS A LFISURE CULTURE

LETSURE WILL BE SEEN TO IMPLY AN ATTITUDE OF THE
HIND WHICH ENCOI"IPASSES THE VALUES CNE USES TO
DETERHINE ALL OF HIS ACTIVITIES, AS LONG AS HE

PURSUES THOSE ACTIVITIES BY CHOICE' IT IS
HYPOTHESIZED 'THAT DIRECTION AND MEANING MAY BE

DERIVED FROH HIS LEISURE THROUGH A COMtsINATION OF
THREE APPROACHESI DEVELOPTlENT OF SOCIAL RELATIONS,
INTERACTING WITH NATURE, AND SELF-REALIZATION.

CHAPTFR IV - DEVELOPI'IENT OF SOCTAL RELATIONS

A STUDY OF GROUPS IS MADE TO DISCOVER CLUES

AS TO HOW TO ORGANIZE A COMI'IUNITY STRUCTURE
IN }IiIICH SOCTAL RELATIOIiS ÂRE ENCOURAGED TO

DEVELOP. IT IS CONCLUDED THAT A HIERARCHY
OF COMHUNITIES }TILL BEST SATISFY THIS NEED.
TH¡S HIERARCHY IS THEN TRANSLATED INTO
ARCHITECTURAL SPACE.

CHAPTER V - TNTERACTION WITH NATURE

THE ESSENCE OF NATURE IS DISSECTED TO
DETERI'IINE THE CHAìACTERISTICS FROM

'¡IHICH IT CoMES. THIS REVEALS TRAITS
WHICH CAN BE EXPRESSED IN AN ARCHITEC-
TURAL PRODUCT. DY IMPLANTING NATURAL
CHARACTERISTICS INTO A BUILDING FORH,
RESIDENTS WiLL BE ENCOURAGED TO UNDER-
STAND THEMSELVES AS A PART OF NATURE,
THEY ARE THUS READIED TO SEEK GREATER
MEANING IN L:FE THROUGH INTERACTION
WITH NATURE.

CHAPTER VI - THE SELF & ARCHITËCTURE

ONE Cþ,N APPLY AN UNDERSTANDING OF HIS POTEN-
TIALS AND LIHITAIIONS TO CONTROL OF HIS OWN

DESTfNY, BUT SELF-DETERHINATfON IS LIHITED
BY THE AMOUNT OF CONTROL PERHITTED WITHIN A

ôtvErr slluarlo¡t, c0NTRóL cAN BE t4AXIMIZED
BY PROVIDTIiG OPTIOI{S WITHfN THE ÂRCHITECTURAL
ENVIRONMENT. EXISTING SYSTEHS I'IHICH PERHIT
SOME USER CONTROL ARE EXA}IINED' IF A PERSON
CAN LEARN SO¡1ETHING ABOUT HIS SELF BY BUILDING
H¡S PERSONAL SPACE WITHIN A HOUSING STRUCTURE,
THEN ARCHITECTURE HAS ASSISTED HIM TOWARDS A

HORE I4EANINGFUL LIFE OF LEISURE.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION - A THEORETICAL STATEI"IENT

Observation of attitudes and life styles of North Americans

nighË lead one to assume that there is a trend away from the work

ethic and towards an evol-víng leísure culture. The value of work

in gíving dírection and meaníng to 1ífe rníghË be seen to be on the

wane for a great many people, rvhile activiËies of man at leisure

are assuming more importance.

However, the approach of many people to determining Ehe.ír

leisure actívities may be a product of work-dominated values. They

may be chosen for recuperation or relaxation. They may fill in

tíme beËween work hours. They may have high entertaiffnent value to

provide an escape from the pressures of vrork. But, if one assumes

that life musË have some meaníngful purpose, then the concept of

leisure shoul-d be refined so that it can seem meaníngful in itself'

rather than as a complement to Ëhe v¡orking day. A rewarding life

woul-d then be deríved from onets leisure. Although. the work eËhíc

is grinding its gears in its capacity Ëo make life meaningful, Ëhat

funcËi-on could be transferred to leisure.

By examíning the definition of leisure ít will be shovrn

that there are at.od" towards a concept of a staÈe of being. Leí-

sure will be seen in this light to imply an attitude of the mind

r¿hích encompasses the values one uses to deËermine all of his



activiËies, as l-ong as he pursues those activities by choice, raËher

Ëhan having them forced upon him. hlith this deeper understanding of
' a n¿¡n at leísure, ÍË is then hypothesized that meaning may be deri-ved

from his leisure through a combination of three approaches: develop-

ment of social relations, interaction with nature, and self-
realization.

A style of life based on these three approaches is outlined,
and then it ís shown that typical North American housing forms, which

refLect the work eËhic, are not responsive Ëo this life of leisure.

Social relations, interaction with riaËure and self-rea.lization
are then examíned in detail Ëo show how each can augment the meaning-

fulness of a life of leisure, and to show how architecture can respond

to the characterístics of each which éncourage leisure as a st.ate of
being.

The ways in which social relations can give a life of leisure
more meaning are considered, as also are Ëhe ways Ín which inËer-

action can add value to the lives of individuals and Ëo the actÍvities
of groups. If life can thus be made more worthwhile, then the develop-

ment of social relations is a worthy complement of a life of leisure.
A study of the rdays people interact in groups is then made

to díscover clues as to how to organize a community structure in
which social relatiòns can freely develop. rt is concluded that a

hierarchy of co¡rrnunities will best satisfy this need. This hierarchy

is Ëhen translated into architectural space.
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InteracËion with nature wil-l be examíned as a l-eisure pursuit

Ëo show Ëhe purposes and values which can be deríved from íË. The

essence of nature is dissected Ëo determine the characterístics from

which iË comes. IË is hypothesízed that this exploraËion will re-

veal traits of nature which can be expressed in an architectural

product, either by bringing naËural- el-ements into the structure, or

by emulating naturaL conditions. Ëhrough archiËectural form. It will

be found that many physical and emotional characterisËics of nature

can be instilled ín a building. Intellectual quality will stem from

the resulËing architectural sËaÈement. Spiritual qualities, on the

oËher hand, are too subjective to consider in architectural terms.

fn thereby implanting natural characterisËics ínto a building

form, residents will be encouraged to understand themselves as a parË

of naËure. They are thus readied to seek greaËer meaning in life

through natural inËeracËion, and, hence, to enjoy a more fulfilling

leisure.

Tf a person could reaLLze a rewarding Leisure through socíal-

and naËural- interaction, then he may look into himself in refl-ection

on how the ínteraction has affected hirn personali-y. He may Ëravel a

road to self-discovery, uncovering a1-ong the way his particular

traits and abíliËies, and determining the best ways of applying his

talents in expression of himself. In this way he may be led to dis-

cover stil-l more mearring which will augment the value of his life

of leisure.
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One can apply an undersËandíng of his potentíals and limit-

atÍons to cootrol his own destiny. Self-determination l-eads one to

' tackle lifers challenges in his own way. Acceptance and mastering

of challenges with oners or^m potential-s can bríng great satisfaction

into a life of l-eísure, and give some worËh to living" But self-

determination is limited by the amount of control permitted within

a given situation

Control- can be maximized by providing options within Ëhe

environment. A man at leisure would then be free to choose environ-

mental- conditÍons best suiËed to his self-concept. An examination

of existing housing systems which permit the user some choice'.in the

structuring of his habitat is ouËlined, and ways of allowing choice

in the home are tabled. It wil1 be seen that control can go beyond

the. home to include choice within a broader corrnuniËy, subjecË Lo the

needs of neighbours. Tf a person can discover something about his

se1-f by being permitted Ëo buíld his personal casËle wíËhin a housing

structure, then architecture has assisted him towards a more meaning-

fu1 l-ife of leisure.

Final1-y, the design of an actual housing system which in-

corporates the principles proposed through the study of social develop-

ment, ÍnteracÈion with nature, and self-real-ization is described.

It is a factory-built kit of parts which aIlows the architect

to fashion an envirorrnent eapabl-e of encouraging Ëhe desired social

and naËural qual-ities, and which allows Ëhe user to conËrol- the
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shaping of his indÍvidual dwelling and the ways in which some communal

spaces are used. The housing system shoul_d complement Ëhe style of

lífe of a man at l-eisure within. Hopefully, it wÍll provide conditions

which assist his search for meaning in life Ëo bear fruit.

In the appendix are to be found drawings which explain the

system, and show optional configuraËions for its use under different

hypothetical- parameters. The Ërue experiment of an archítectural

thesis should be the actual construcËion of a prôposed structure, and

observation of its use. George candilis has said of the growth of a

l-eísure culture: ttThis major phenomenon of contemporary civilizaËion

cal-l-s for research ínËo, and Ëhe discovery of, a new architecËure:

the architecture of leisure.'t (i)

(i) G. Candilis - ptann:i.ng an¿ Oesien fo , Karl Kramer
Verlag, StuÈtgart, 1972, p. 12.



CHAPTER TI

ÏMPLICATTONS OF THE LEISI]RX REVOLUTTON

Ilork Ethic

I. Man and Work

Man is made Ëo work. Thís has been a fundamental- axiom of

vrestern culture since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.

trIork has been the jusËification of life--the meaning of exístence.

An individualrs ambition has been direcËed towafds perfecËion of

oners occupatíon, eiËher for Ëhe sel-f -satisfaction of ímproving

onets output, or for the self-esËeem of greater wealth or power of

an improved occupaËional- staËus. For those without ambition '

(eíther because it is supressed by circumstances of unrewarding em-

pl-opent or because of apathy) , man must work to aËËain his needs

and a cerËain degree. of comfort. His purpose in life may be to

provide for his fanríly" trlhen T¡festern civilization hit Íts lovrest

ebb, during the iniËial stages of the índusËrial revolution, a

workerts life was virËually sold to his employer in return for a

subsistence for his family, and his wifers funct,i-on was to work to

keep house, feed and cloËhe the fa:nil-y, and serve him so that he

would be rejuvenated between one dayrs work and Ëhe riext.

Even to the present day, the l-ife of most modern people is

geared to a daily pulse: supper when returning from work, eatíng

breakfast before returning to work, relaxing afËer a hard-dayrs



work and geÈting eight hours of sl-eep to be able to cope with the

next dayrs work. t'The wiLl to l-ive ís Ëíed to societyrs definition

of worth--work.t'(1). Any free time is spent passivel-y--quiËe accep-

table as fiecessary rest for a hard-wo.rking person. The Marxian

beLief Ëhat free time in a capitalisË society is for rejuvenation

and reproduction still rings cLear.

II. Institutions and Work

christian dogma has blended beauLiful-l-y 1,7ith the work ethic

(a1_so called Ëhe Puritan ethic) . sunday is a day of resË after a

weekts toil-. A hard-working man has no time Lo be corrupted Pt, 
an"

sins of idleness. Work has-been considered mants punishment'for

original sín--iË cl-eanses the soul.

Education has compl-emented the work eËhic. MosË programs

have been directed towards preparing the student for an occupaËíon'

In many post-secondary schools this has been done with assembly

line efficiencY.

The basis of our politícal system is the work ethic. Free

enterprise has been the fundamental principle of most governmental

policy in Tùesteïn countries. E_conomics, which so directly affects

individual lives as well as political operations, is founded purely

on moneËary earnings, giving no consideration Ëo oËher qualities of

1ife.

The nucl_ear farnily iÈself is a product of Ëhe work ethic,

(1) G. Fackre, from E. stanley, N. Mi1ler (ed.) - Leisure -and.Ëh9
QualiËv of Life, American Association for Health, Physical
Sdu""iion, ana necreaLion, I'trashingËon, 1972, p' B0'

ì.r i.ì!l i



sTith the wage-earner being the provider of the nucreus and the head

of the table. The farnily is identÍfied by the occupation of its

head.

The work ethic has been ingrained in al-most, every individual

in aLmosË every rtest,ern society for centuries. It is diff icult for

most people to conceive of a set of values which is contrary to cu1-

ture based on work. rt would be prone to rejection aË aL1 level-s of

society.

Yet change is happening. In a few short years the work

eËhic has been eroding a\.,ray. Society has noË yei recogriized the

differences, and ma.y take generations to evolve. BuË, many indi-

viduals have recognized change, and are looking for new values to

complemenË their direcËions.

Evol-ution Towards Leisure

I. Erosion of the tr^lork BËhic

Sínce the beginning of the 1960rs, trends Ëowards Ëhe down-

fal-L of the work ethic have been snowballing. FirçËly, more free

time is avaíl-able to most people. The working day is gradually

shortening. rn some western counËries, the standard office worker

puËs in on1-y seven hours a day. There have been experiments with

flexible working hoirrs in offÍces and industries, allowing employees

more freedom ín the schedul-ing of their own time. The work week,

too, is showing signs of shrinkage, r{ith many serious tests of the



four-day work week being impl-emenËed. Ho1-idays are getËing longer--

some firms have been offeríng síx weeks vacaËion. Andrín a 1-ifeËime,

Ëhe amount of time at work is being decreased by sËaying in school

unËil- a laËer age, and retiring younger. Early retiremenË at the

present accepted age of 65 has resuLted in a large popul-ation of

heal-thy people wiËh total free time.

the housewife is noË Eo be dismissed from this reducËion in

time spent at work. Modern conveniences have significantl-y reduced

her daily toiI, and she is now chalLenged rvith ample time to attempt

other pursuits. Many have taken fu1l or ParË-time empl-oyment,. which

may be preferable Ëo duËies at home, present a welcome change from

househol-d routine and supplement the farnil-yrs income. This may seem

to be a conËrary measure to the argument for less work ti¡ne. How-

ever, this second job of hers is generaLly taken by choice, and,

paradoxically, trgt_ be considered a l-eisure acËiviËy, as will be ex-

plained 1ater.

Besides íncreasing free time, Ëhere are other factors grind-

ing away at Ëhe work ethic. Higher pay and an increasing standard

of living are enabling people to make beËËer use of their spare Ëime

via Ëhe l-eísure industry. CounËless pastimes are attainable by Ëhe

vast majority of people. Activities which were once confined to

the weaLthy are now affordabLe to the míddle class. Employers have

found thaË .to attract personnel, Ëhey must offer good working
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condiËions as !,re11 as a Pay check. On the job conditions have

improved, allowing social interaction to occur duríng working hours,

and making the job itself more pleasureable (hence, less like work).

Perhaps the strongest facËor working againsË the work eËhic

is a loss of idenËity with the purpose of work. AutomaËion has re-

moved some of the need to apply human skills Ëo many jobs " It ís

difficult to maintain a sense of pride in a lifetírle spenË aË a

position on an assembly líne. Also, bureaucracies have removed an

employeets sense of significance. He is too far removed from the

end product Ëo appreciate the fruits of his own efforts, and_ he has

no say in determining feaËures of the end product or in defíning

the directions of his employer and business. ttThe technocratic

social siËuation in which man becomes a manipulated being strengthens

even more the alienation of work and man, so that the enËire human

aspecË and the human imprinË on work becomes subdued and weakened.rr(2).

The work of many people might be taken over by automation. BuË, a

high reLe of unemployment may noË ínfer, in the long run, degradation

of oners sËandard of living: talk of a guaranteed income is being

presented more and more realístically.

II. Changing Institutions

Synchronized with the growth of free time is a reshaping of

many of Ëhe foundations of our society. Through the labours of our

B. Samolovcev - Adult Education as aJuncËion of Leisure, Society
and Leisure, Bulletin for Sociology of Leisure, Education, and
CulËure, European Centre for Leisure and RecreaËion, Prague,
No. 3, L97 1, p. 57.

(2)
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fathers and grandfathers we have achieved tremendous affluence. Most

people are quite comforËab1e with their maÊerial wealËh. For older

generations this may in itself have been a utopian ideal. BuË many

youoger people in the r¡Testern world have been brought up in maËerial-

istic spLendour, and take it for granted. They aspire to new goals

and ideals--something beyond materialism. Much of the youth revo-

l-ution is the product of a seaïch for new meaning in life, rnanifesË

in many paths of exploration such as experimentãtion with drugs,

studying unusual religions, PïotesËing factions of capital-ism, tra-

velling Ëo far corners of the earth to experíence different societíes,

and invol-vement in social concerris. There havc al-so been atiemPts to

find deeper meaning in relations lliËh fellotì7 man.

Tender sËeps have been taken in a movement to\.,7ards communal

societies. An upsurge in interest in encounter sessions has occurred.

Even mariËal relations have taken a Ëurn. According to l,lill-iam Lederer,

the majority of marriages in Ëhe United StaËes are unsuccessful. But

at the sarne t'me there has been a sexual- liberaËion and many people

are- sanpling a varieËy of intimate rel-ations. The ttpillrt has en-

couraged thís trend, eliminaËíng the physical garnbling of pre-mariËal

and extra-marital intercourse, and all-owing couples to live cornmon-

l-av¡ without chancing the responsibility of children. Parents are

al-so free to plan Ëhe size of a fanoily. The ease of securing a di-

vorce, and the social acceptance of living common-law have assisted

in'the downfall of the institution of marriage. That bond is often
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considered a burden, and people are learniug to avoid iË or rework

it to gÍve them greater opportunity to sample hr.man relations and

to express their own individuality.

There has been a recent crumblíng of many other insËitutions

in Ïlestern society which have been closely assocÍated with the work

ethic. Attendence at churches has ph.lt-etted, particularly Ín Ëhe

Eore paternalistic religions. There has been a revoluËion in many

services aimed at ericouraging participaËion in the worship, and at

naking the service more entertaining, as opposed Ëo past ways of

treating the church-goers as passive specËaËors come to be s.erved
I

fire and brimstone, and insísËing that they work hard on week days

to wash away Ëheir sins. People are quesËioning rel-igious dogma

as never before, and are apt to form a personal religious phil-

osophy differenË from any other personts or grouprs. Religions

are realízing the necessiËy to all-ow flexibility in belief, and Ëo

accept differing points of víew, if not even encouragíng them.

The most inportant reform is letting people think for themselves.

It is better for a religion to guide a peïson'as he lays his own

foundations for theology than to force him to accept religion on

blind faith. If he starts questioning the whys of his relations

to mari and the universe, then ri/íthout an understandable foundation

to adapt his answers to, he may compleËely reject his religion.

trüith l{estern man l-ooking for meaning in life beyond his job and

searching for a sense of se1f, he finds he must question his

beliefs.

' !:::È
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Education is al-so heading in new directions. No longer is

a good education a guarantee of a job of oners choosing" Yet

schooLs have not lost their credibil-ity, as sËudents are satisfied

Ëhat Ëheir educaËion ís preparing Ëhem for life, regardl-ess of

their chosen occupation. And many school systems are adapting Ëo

this new goal. A preparation for 1ífe might be ouËlined as:

i) discovering onets ovrl ínterests, and thereby

uncovering secreËs of the self

ii) pursuing those inËerests, and thereby testing

the potenËials of the self

iii) applyíng the interests Ëo real--l-ife siËuationsr'

and thereby relaËing the sel-f to the world about

hím

iv) redefining Ëhe seff and realizing new interests '
thereby recyeling through Ëhe pursuit of knowledge

and Learníng how Ëo rliver.

It wil-i- be interesting Ëo observe how present day school children,

who have been given a certain degree of academic freedom from a

very early age, will fill their day-to-day existence in adulthood.

The most powerful institulion in the Ïlestern world--Ëhe

office of Preside,nË of the United States, figurehead of 200 millíon

peopLe--lost íËs image after the l{atergate scandal. NoË even it ís

a constant. And the nourishment of rProgress' , energy, is seen to

be a l-imiËed resource. i{i1l I be able to gas uP my car today?
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Ifill- the líghts go on rvhen I fl-ick on a switch? lühether or noË the

quantity of avaiLable energy can be controll-ed, and wheËher or not

its raËioning woui-d affect quality of l-ífe in material-istic terms

is debaËable. The point Ëo be made, however, is thaL Ëhe energy

shortage has forced us to rea7,i-ze how much of our everyday experi-

eïÌces we take for granËed, and how prone they are to failure or

change. Dubiousness towards the permanence of accepËed beliefs is

also generated by the fiel-d of science, which is dedicated to giving

us a factual model- of the makeup of physical objects and Ëhe dynamic

physícal reacËions beËween them. IË is almost daily changing. its

basic Ëheories on the makeup of the universe, both at the mairo and

micro l-evel-s. The age and extent of the universe is always in hoË

debate. Theories of the structure of an aËom fluctuate wildly. Itrow

can anyone be certain of anyËhing when even science is so ambiguous?

III. A New Self-Consciousness or Alienation?

The ouËcome is thaË some people are beginning to l-ose con-

fidence in many of the insÈituËÍons which h7ere. Ëhe foundaËions of

our society during the epoch of the work ethic. tr{here can Ëhey Ëurn

to for security? Certainly noË nel¡I instiËuËions, for if there exists

l-ack of trust in 1-ong-establ-ished institutions, then spur-of -the-

moment nevT move!0ents are unlikely to afford satisfacËion or security.

But people may discover confidence in themselves: learn to define

their i-ives as they want Ëhem to be personallY, æd to Live in-

dividual- existences, in harmony with people they regularly meet '

. rtl

, .t::È
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wiËh the environment they interacË ín, and with their o!,rn purposes

and dreams" This sËyl-e of life would be a contradicËion to Ëhe pre-

sent day acceptance of rol-es and ideaLs imposed by a Latger and un-

Ëouchable society r¿hich is so ofËen displaying iËs weaknesses. This

new sel-f-consciousness wouLd be one road to a ne\^7 philosophy of life.

The other woul-d be alienation: disgusË wiËh Lhe present state of

affairs, pessimism in the possibility of change, and lack of ability

to redefine the meaning of the sel-f in a l-eisure culture. The

pïospecËs for Ëhe alienated faction are bleak: social isolation,

lack of motÍvation, emoËiona1 stress, hostile tendencies, and., r^rorst

of all-, boredom. "The Siblical curse on labour--tln the sveåt of

thy brow thou shaLt eaË Ëhy breadt--is noË removed by substituting--
tIn boredom of spirit thou sha1t eat Ëhy breadt.tt(3).

Present-Day Use of Free Time

I. Non-T,eisure Uses

Free time is tíme available Ëo be used as one pleases. It

is exclusive of Ëime at work or time fulfil1-ing family responsi-

bílities or socíal obligations. It may or may not be used leisurel-y.

Many people use iÈ up by working aË a second job. Thís is a trend

which is especially growing for housewives. SËaËístics showing the

number of hours in the A:nerican empl-oyees I working week over the

R. Dubos,
Urban

from G. BeLl, J. Tyrtihitt
BnvirorunenË, Penguin Books

- Human Identitv in the
Ltd., Harmondsworth, Eng.,

(3)

L972, p. L73.
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past decade are deceiving because the reduced working week has been

balanced by the hours of Ëhose who choose a secoïÌd job or overËime

work.

Another non-leisure use of free Ëime is killing time. Many

people vTaste Ëhe hours aI¡74y, perhaps dreaming of leisure activities,

but never pursuing Ëhem. Often activities are acted out because of

l-ack of anyËhing else to do. some people use reading as a way of

procrast-inating from other acriviËíes. They wi1í pick up any book

and read Ít - -rrbookaho lics . tt Likewise , there are Ittelevis ionho lics ,tt
rreataholicsrt and even ttacËivityholicsrt (people who always requÍre,

themselves to be tackling some menial taskr and thus avoid more

meaningful acËivity). t'This over-scheduling ofËen reflect,s a lack

of inner resources. There is. evidenced a fear of being wíÈh one-

self.tt(4). Kílling ti¡ne seems to be Ëhe approach taken by social

services in dealing with groups who have been forced inËo a life of

free tíme, such as the elderly, handicapped, and unemployed. They

are kept active, but only Ëo fill- in theÍr time, ancl no real goal

or prripo"e is inherent in their assigned activities. Leisure for

Ëhem is merely a pastime.

Most free time for most peopLe is spenË at home. The only

excepËion is the adolescent, who spends abouË half of his free time

away from home. Most time at home is spent in front of the tel_e-

vision, the most time-consuming leisure activity. Many people have

N.D. Corbin - T,eisure: the Ultimate Sabbath or Hell,
and Leisure, op. ciË., No. 4, 1971, p. 6.

(4)

i
Iì
g,i
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a selected set of programs they enjoy watching, and there is no,

questioning the entertainment and educational values of the T.V.

But many others síË in front of the screerì. and watch whaËever is on,

undaunted from program to progïam, unflinching until the test pat-

tern ends the evening. In some ínstances thÍs may have recuperaËive

vaLue, but in most it is purely nasting time. K. Roberts has

written, trAlthough watching television is an extremely imporËant

interest ín terms of the amount of tí¡re devoËed' to it, very few

people name iË as one of their most enjoyable leisure interests.t'(5).

II. The Leisure Industrv

The present day use of free Ëime reflects on an over-

consumptive society. The leisure industry is burgeoning into the

largest business in North America, and hundreds of rnillions of people

are throwing themselves aË íË. This industry deals with the eco-

nomics of free time--the more acËivities people can fit ínto their

time, the more money they wilL spend. So, despite an excess of free

Èime, mlny people find themselves busier Ëhan ever, filling up their

time with activities decided for them by a money-oriented industry.

The Leisure industry ovres its success to three .human flaws:

i) An inabilitv to accept new values: In face of the

leisure culture, many people will fail to cast away the ideals of

the work ethic. The materialism of a productive society is car-

ried over as an ideal for a life of leisure. Since the goal of

materíalism is l-imitless and since it is not an end in itself

(5) K. Roberts - Leísure, Longman Group Ltd., London, Lg7O, p.73.
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anyr{ay, ín terms of fulfilling 1ife, Ëhese peopl-e may never be con-

tent r.¡iËh whaË they have and may never approach ful-f i11menË of

Ëheir ambiLions. A1so, wiËh people hanging on to work and in-

creasing their real income through a continued increase ín the raËe

of productívity, they may use Ëheir greateT weal-th to replace Lheir

possessions wiËh hígher qual-ity goods. Holever, it is likely that

Ëhese goods v¡il-l each be used less frequently because the owner has

more possessions to eaË up his time.

ii) Many people ímitaËe styles, either to emulate those

they consider better off than they are' or because they want to be

l_ike everyone e1se. By frequently changing fashions and fads,for

leisure products , industry can capital-ize on this weakness. ttln

spiËe of authors and innovators capable of improving mass tastes

and ideas, a thousand distribution channels impose Ëhe conformism

of the average custoner, the conmon man' as the image of life.tt(6).

iii) Purposelessness of l-ife stvles: DcspiËe loss of

identity wiLh role on the job, and the revoluËion of so many

stitutions which have given meaning to life ín the past, many

people will have difficulty teaLízLng a replacement fuaction

Ëheir Líves. As long as Ëhey fail to find a meaníngfuL life

the l-eisure indusËïy can dictate superficial styles to them,

they will be so preoccupied with them that they will not have

ln-

for

style,

and

any

(6) J. Dumazedier - Towards a SocieËv of Leisure, the Free Press,
New York, L967, P. 238.
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time to think seríous1-y about the purpose of their acËivity. ttlan

must be reduced to insËinct and pocket book.tt(7).

III. Problems of Purposelessness

t.r-- the majority of people are coritent to let the leisure

índusËry regulaÈe their lives. However, Ëhey may be risking physical-

and emotional problems. I^lorking a1-1 day aË a meaningless ,task and

then burning up free time r^7ith highly active but purposeless leisure

could prove very stressful emotionally. People who are alone, either

because of a forced circumstance or because of inabiliËy to interact

socially, are susceptible to finding thaË life without Purpose'turns

their alone situation into loneliness. As already mentioned, dis-

enchantment with a 1-ifestyle and its institutions, but failure to

take new directions, can cause al-ienation from society. Some people

can be extremel-y acËive, but bored aË Ëhe sane time. The intensiËy

of their activity is a means of counteractíng boredom. But it is

a hopeless cure, because the sympÉom is noË inactiviËy but purpose-

l-essness. ItReismarr has strongly emphasized that boredom develops in

a modern family, even one weL1 housed, sti1l faster than the extïa-

ordinary variety of ways to escape from it,.tt(8). They may relapse

into a state of anomie--givíng up on the state of the r^rorld, and

not caring about what it has to offer--being completely dísinter-

ested in anything or anybody.

rbid. ,

rbíd.,

67.

100.

:l

t:

,:

p.

P.

(7)

(B)
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CHAPTER III

TOI^IARDS A IEISI]RE CULTURE

Meaning of Leisure

I. Evolvíng Definitions

Leisure has been defined in many ways by many people, usu-

a1-1-y depending on the state of the arË of the culture from which

iË s Ëernmed .

In medieval times there exisËed no concápt of leisure.

Society was rtradition-directedr--guided by norrns and roles pre-

scribed by an unknown code established 1-ong before in the distant

past. Life was not thought of as divided into periods of work and
)

non-work, but, rather, the whole of life was dírectecl in the accep-

ted customary sËyle. The rare uses of the r¿ord rleisurer in English

l-iterature aË that period of Ëíme referred Ëo a need of rest.

WiËh the industrial- revolution and the emergence of the

woik ethic, leisure became cleari-y defined as non-vrork time. Since

men worked long hours, its meaning evolved inËo a time for relax-

ation.

T.eisure became associated with time, since production deals

with economizíng hours. Even today, the ttimer concepË of l_eisure

is popular, although Íts meaning has changed from tnon-work timel

Ëo non-oblígatory timer: time free of work, family duties, social

obligations, or personal needs. This time is useful for recuper-

ation and relaxation after a dayrs work, to make use of ski11s

:::

|.ri
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denied aË work to pursue interesËs generated at work, or to counter-

act the monotony and frusËrations of a job. One writer on the sub-

' jeet of leisure, K. Roberts, even goes so far as to 6ay it funcËíons

to provide emotional- release to suppress an ar^rareness of unhappi-

ness (1). But for mosË people leisure has come to mean tjme free of

. obligatioris to do what one r¡7ants

Over Ëhe past century the average work week in the U.S.

decreased substanËial1y. Free Ëime became more abundant, and there

llas more Ëhan enough time for recuperaËion. Dictionaries began re-

defining leisure as an acËivity, as opposed Ëo a ti-me of passive en-

joyment. I'NoÉ whaL i have, but what I do, is my kingdom."(2). The

firsË acceptable non-Tdork activity \^7as education. A vacation for

employees was originally íntended as a chance to pursue extra

knowledge or skills which míght be helpful on the job. One of the

foremost modern scholars of leisure, Dumazedier, has described five

characËeristícs of an lactiver l-eisure, which can be compared to

Ëhe previousl-y outlined process of modern education:

active l-eisure - Dumazedier

l-. selecËive

2. sensitive Ëo Ëhe totaliÊy
of Ëhe activity

educational process

discovering oners own in-
Ëeresfs

Ëesting the potentials

(1)

(2)

K.

t.

Roberts , op. cit.

Cartr-yle, from E. Stanley, N. Mil-ler, op. cit., p. L62.
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3. seeking undersËanding

evaluaËion 
ì

sharing experiences J

relating the self to Ëhe
world about hÍm

redefining the self and
recycling through the
educational process

4"

5.

It woul-d seem that Dumazedíerrs description of the process

of giving meaning to life through active leÍsure is (intended or

not) equivalent to the process of modern education, and presumabl_y

the goals of each would be the same. Simil-arity has al_so been ex-

pressed by J.R. Kidd, of the Ontario Instítute for SËudies in

Education: ttEducaËion that is remedial against social and spiritual

malaise ís hardly distÍ-nguishable from wise and effective utili-

zaEion of leisure, and one of the cenËral tasks of educaËion is to

hel-p people learn hor.¡ to util-ize leisure.t'(3).

Another meaning for leisure as activity is entertainrnenË--

pastimes of oners choosing which bring enjoyment Ëo life. The

activiËy might be parËicipation in a hobby or recreation, or obser-

vaËion of the arts or sports. The activity is an end in itself.

rt brings self-satisfaction through a sense of accömplishment or a

sensuous experience. rt provides a satisfying way of whiling away

free time, although it is unlikely on iËs own to be relaËed to

oners 1-ifelong ambitions or goal-s.

(3) J.R. Kidd -
op. cit.

Learníng and Leisure, SocieËy and Leisure,
, No. 3, L971, p. 36.
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As leísure begins Ëo supplant work ín brÍnging meaning to

life, the definition of leisure as ¿rn activity Lakes on deeper sig-

nificance. More Èhan enjo)¡ment, iË can be interpreted as non-

ob1-igatory activity which leads to sel-f -realizatíon. The evenË is

not a temporary thril-l. IË stimulates the doer to conËemplate his

actions and reflect on hímself and on his relaËionship to other

people and things. This concept of leisure is far more satisfying

in the long run than the idea of leisure as an activíty for enter-

Èairrnent. However, iË requires a willingness Ëo reflect on inter-

actíons between the self and the acÊÍviËy, ability to recognize

sel-f -devel-opment, and concentration on the long rail.ge values'of

the activiËy. The activiËy itself may be active in physical terms,

or it may be mental, emotional, or social activity. An active

l-eísure of self -reallzation would combÍne al-l of these states of

man in creating a self -al¡Iareness of the total man. tta philosophy

of leisure must be direcËed first and foremost at the rrtotal manrt

...Total man is an individual- with a body..., a hearË and a soul

...a faculty for reasoning and an inte11igerr"....and with a love

for his fe1low-being."(4) .

These various forms of activity whieh have been used to

define l-eisure--relaxation, educaËion, entertaínrnent, and self-

tealLzatLon--each have relevance to different groups of people.

BuË an active leísure which ís truly satisfying will likely show

(4) Report of the
LeÍsure in

SËudy
Canada

Cormnittee on the Philosophy of Leisure,
Canadar Ottawa,1973,

p. 109.
1, Information
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a balance between each of Ëhe forms. Any one concept of acËivity

will- not be sufficient to al1ow a person to live a well-rounded Iífe.

He must sËrive to attain a personal equilibríum between all forms of

leisure. For example, a leisure of purely enËertaining activitíes

wilL provide momentary enjoyment, buË a person contemplatÍng such a

style of lífe ín reËrospect may realize that his life has missed a

qualiÈy that \^7oul-d make iË meaningful. On the other hand, a leisure

of purely self-real-i-zLng activiËy may cause neglect of the values of

baser activity--the restoraËive function of relaxation, or the ex-

hilaration of momentary but sensuous entertain¡nent. IË is higtrly

cormnendabl-e to seek self-â\.vareness, buË there comes a time when one

must accept his stage of development as adeguate for the time-being

and 1et his whole se1-f enjoy f-iving. Self-a\^Tareness is not an end

in ítse1f . r'This search for a new t joí.e devivret, this new rrage

for l-ífe', is not only parË of a rnouvelle vaguet, buË of a new

civilization. " (5) .

II. 'A Modern Definition

The most recerit definiËions of leisure have taken a new Ëurn.

is envisíoned as encompassing a1'1 of life. Leisure ís more than

acËivity--iË is a state of being. IË requires the formaËion of

attitude towards life which encompasses all activity. This

It

an

an

(5) J. Dumazedier, op. cít., p. 234.
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attitude is founded deep in the se1f, and involves a desire to be

the person Ëhat one is. ttleisure is a sÉate of being free to be

myself, free to be a human being, Ëo be everything that God promis-

ed man, everything that I have the potential to be.r'(6).

To be at l-eisure, a person should first reeognLze his own

merits, special qualÍties, and potenËials. This must be a total

recognitÍon, involvíng the mind, the body, the emotions, and the

spiriË. He can then, through his self-concept, deËermine a personal

life-sty1-e which will challenge his abiliËíes to the extenË he sees

iË and at the same tíme bring meaning to his life. His life of

leisure can íncrease in quality by experiencing the wonders of the

world about him and by cultÍvating relationships rviËh other people

and groups. The decisions he makes in establishing the character-

istics of his style of life should be his own, and he must make

them wiËh a miniruum of ob1-igations to exterior inf luerices. The

deòisions he makes regarding his leisure Life would be based on a

seË of values which is derived from his understanding of his re-

latibnship to the universe itself; hence, his lifè style woul-d be

closel-y associated with a personal philosophy, or religion.

The defínition of leisure can now be worded as such:

Leisure is a sËate of being ín whích a self-determined set of values
is used to guide one!s non-obligatory activities.

t,(6) J. Farina - from L-qrqg¡e_in_çaneCe op. cit., p. 3.
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SËated thís way, leisure mearrs a r,7ay of 1lf e rvhtch encom-

passes al-l states of man, whether he be playing, relaxing, sociaL-

i,zí,ng, travelling, or even working. Thís definition is not new.

The ancient Greeks conceived of leisure in a similar lighË: t'Ëhe

concept of leisure to the ancient Greeks referred to a balanced

way of lífe whlch included enjoyment and self-fulfillment but also

eïì.compassed work, politíca1 activity, and religious observance.tt(7) .

IË s.eems a paradox that one could be at úr"rrt" while at

work. In fact, a harried husband may feel.he is tworkingr at home

ful-filling his family duties, but is at ¡leisuret when at his place

of employmeni. If one can choose his occupatÍorì. to complement his

style of leisure he musË be a happy person in<ieed! On the other

hand, a leisure pursuit may necessitate certain undesirable tasks,

such as repetitive practice, and take on the nature of worlc. Leí-

sure and work come hand in hand with any activity. Work ís a task

which must be peri'ormed to achieve an end, but wlthout that end

the task iËse1f r¡oulC otherwise not be performed. But that end may

be a non-obligatory goal--a freely chosen leisure pursuit. In Ëhis

way leisure encompasscs work. rtOne might say that Ëhe more nearly

ideal the organízation of socíety, the more perfectly would the

individual-rs work be adapËed to his abilities and the greater would

b

t

I

't

(7) K. Roberts, op. cit., P. 87.
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be the number of people who enjoyed simf-lar quaLitative leisure

through raËher Ëhan outside of their work.tt(B).

III. Man and his l^Iorl-d

Leisure is at Ëhe sane tiroe íntroverËed and extroverted.

A set of values which guides l-eieure musË derive from the indi-

vidual-. He musL zeïo in on the secreLs of Ëhe sel-f and establish

the realiËies of his existence. But this centripetal force fun-

nell-ing Ëor.¡ards self -identity is balanced by a centrifugal force

that dravts a person ouË of himseLf to explore the external en-

vironment. His non-obligatory activitles can assist him Ëowards

comprehension of his existence €.s a link ín chains of relation-

ships which grow infinitely throughout the world, boËh temporally

and socíally, connecËing him to the natural world and Ëhe people

vrho inhabit it. The more diverse his experiencing of these end-

less links wiËh the environmenË, the deeper will be his under-

standing of hímself, and vice-versa. The continued exPansion and

conËraction of the place of Ëhe person augments the qualiËy of

his l-eisure, and, really, is characteristic of a påtrorr. who is

sal-iver. He will be constantly discovering ner¡ meeníng in life,

and wíl-l- savour all- it has to offer. His leisure, and hís life

(8) 1. Craven - l,eísure. According to the Encvclopedia of the
SocÍal Sciences, from E. Larrabee, R. Meyersohn (ed.)

.t,:È

Mass Leisure, the Free Press, Glencoe, I11., L96O, p. 5.
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are thus fulfilled by exploring the relations between his self and

temporal and social ecologies: The man-nature-socíety relationship.

I'The fundamental approach to human personality is the understanding

of manrs rel-atLon to the world, to others, to nature, and Ëo him-

self. " (9) .

Stvle of a Life of Leisure

I. The Self

A life which is styled for the leisure culture will revolve

around the man-nature-society relationship. The road meaningful

leisure will first lead to the man himself --the depËhs of his person,

the qualities of his character, the limits of his physical potentials,

the capacities of his mind, the flavors of his emoËions, and the

por¡lers of his spirit.

There is no specific recipe for self-discovery. IË is a

specíalized personal diet. But whatever Ëhe chosen activities, they

must refl-ect Ëhe unique nature of Ëhe person.

He will cu1Ëivate a mínd of his orün--aËt.empting to determine

his dlrections independently of the influences of other people, and

tending to disregard Ëhe trends set by insËitutions. He r^riLl Ery not

to form a dependence on outside support, and will be prepared to

stand on his own íf th" ,r""¿ arises. He will stríve to keep his

(9) E. Fronun - nscape fron fre_edom, Avon Books, Hearst Corp.,
' New York, 1965, p.3L7.
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capacities fiÈ for the challenges that he has set for himself in hís

f.ife of l-eisure. The fruits of his efforts will bear the ulti¡naËe

in self-satisfaction, for he will have been totally responsíble for,

and in comrand of , his own acÈíons.

II. Nature

Roads also lead out of the self to the surrounding habitat.

Much of the time spent on leisure activfty may b9 in natural settings,

and there will hopefully be more appreciation for the beauties of the

countryside. Travel could enhance self-education as one discovers

the world about hirn. The self should be undersËood as a part of na-

ture, and as man explores the world he may trearn how he is related

to it ecological-ly. As he begins to understand the world man r¡7as

made for, he may sense a stronger.spiritual attachmenË to the earth,

and perhaps realize some purpose as an essential element of a nat,ural

system.

There may be a desire to savour the diversity of naËural

character-ístics, whether they be changing moods., a-ppea1 to different

combínations of senses, contrastfng spatíal qualities, or vast

territories of unique geography. The range of naËural experíences

wíl1 add dimensÍons of qual-ity to a life of leisure.

Nature ín her various forms will present unpredictable

challenges. Man should face these challenges using the limits of

his natural abilities. He could even sea,rch out competitlon with
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nature in order to tesË his own naËural potentials.

The man at leisure may aËtempt Ëo include elements of nature

in his day-Ëo-day exÍstence. The home will llkely have an abundance

of natural objects, but could also exhibit characteristics of ex-

perience inherent in the natural r¿or1d and emulated architecturally.

III. Socíetv

A future style of 1ífe of leisure will also involve greater

social- interaction. Man will be much more gregarious than Ëhe work

ethic dominated person who rvorks hard all day and comes home to

attend Ëo family maËters or relax. Close friends, rather than júst

the farnily could become part of everyday liie. There may be more.

of a ivillingness to meet new people, and Ëhe opportunity will be

presented frequently because many people will often change their

place of residence. There should be many more gathering places

where people can inLeract and meet, and increased recreational ac-

Ëivity where people can become acquainÉed.

. Choice of social activitíes should be pqovíded, and choice

of friends may be maxímized by frequent contacts. Oners personal

territory coul-d be establíshed in telation to people of sinrllar

likes and inËerests. In fact, a drvelling could consist of íntjmate

acquaintances, rather than blood relaËions.

Social- actlvity will be focused within the community, since

many of oners friends will be cenËred there. The man at leisure will
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be able'to assume a Elore signtficant social role within the cormunity,

sínce his sociaL activitíes will be focused there, and because he

will be able to devoËe more of his l-ífe to social involvement.

There shoul-d be a willingness Èo share with neighbours

whether it be assísting each other with difficulties, puLting each

others talents on display, or sharing space vrithin the housing struc-

ture for coumunity events. The home may be physically opened up,

permittÍng an ar¡Tareness of some of the activities of neighbours and

an invitatíon to join in when the situation allows.

Co-operation and competitíon may be stirnulated as indlviduals

and groups interacÈ. But there must always be a balancíng option of

escape into privacy when needed

ArchitecturalLy, a housÍng sËructure should provide close at

hand the support facil-ities for social activity, whether they be

amenities for recreaËion and hobbies, spaces for entertaínment and

soiial gatherings, or environments for study ancl learning. Hcusing

should be centred on a focal point to give a sense of place to

social oiganization. ThÍs physical identíty of a'cor¡muniËy nighË

be established by an activity 6pace rvhere most amenities are l-o-

cated. The individual dwelling ttself could be structured partially

to reflect the relationship of iÈs occupants to neighbours and to

conmunity territory
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Architectural Ref lectlon

rrThe urban landscape should offer places of lovr social inter-

action as well as high; places where nature, if not r,¡ilderness are

approxímated reasonably wel1, in additlon to those where the arti-

fact dominates.tt(10) .

Most typical North American housing, whether it be a suburban

home or a high-rise apartment, is suited to the work ethic but v¡ou1d

noË complement a life styled to leisure. These little boxes are per-

manenL and ínflexible, doing litt1e to harmonize r^¡ith the require-

ments of people rvho move frequently and change theír needs often.

The box is made primarily for sleeping and eatíng, and for a house-

wife to to11 in the kitchen. Other famí1.,2 menirers spend mcst of

their Ëlme 1n it eíther in bed or watching Ëel-evision. 'Many (modern

housing) developments are planned as if their only function was to

provide disposable cubicles for dispensable people."(11).

Little choice is offered in internal arrangements, apart

from moving furniture and decorating walls. External use and appear-

ance is largely determined by neighbourhoods (such as I'keeping up

with the Joneststt). The only p"rt oi the house which a11ows ample

space for leisure activity, or fl-exibility for a variety of uses, is

(10)

( 11)

J.B. 811ís, from E.

R. Dubos - So Human

Stanley, N.

qn Animal,

Miller, op. cít., p. 63.

Charles Scribnerfs Sons,
New York, 1968, p. L74.
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the unfinlshed part - Ëhe basement. AparËment buildings usually have

recreational amenities (such as a roof-top swínmíng pool), but they

are pre-determined for saleabil-iËy and do not cater to daily leisure

pursuits of very many residents.

Nature has no place ín existing housing. Boxes lined up

row-orr-ro\^I are sterile look-alike artif icial- environments. The

neighbourhoods they sit in show little evidence of the original land-

scape, and the few natural- el-ements are planted ornanentally and are

pruned with precision. Even the naturalness of starlight ís fl-ooded

away by meïcury vapour lamps.

Socíal interaction is not generally part of the home environ-

ment, as iË is initíated at work or school. Neíghbouïs are boxed off

from each other. There are few communal places where people can meet

and chaË casually. In apartment butldíngs interaction can occur in

corridors, but it must be very formal, because if someone stops to

talk the hal1s screan at hin to keep movf.ng, and it is taboo to

invlte chance acquainËances into his apartment.

- Few communities have small--scale focal þoints. Commercíal

and entertain¡oent facil-ities have been zoned out of most neighbour-

hoods. In existing housing it is nbt imposstble to style a life of

leisure, but the housing forms do little to encourage iË. Present

housing reflects the values of the work ethic and a materialistically

motivated populace. If the trends towards a leisure society continue
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to evolve, then housing forms should change to reflect the new values

whích shape our lives. ItThe rewards of leisure depend noË only on

phil"osophical concepts but also Ëhe availability of physical environ-

menËs in which one may pursue his leisure choice.tt(12).

The next three chapters describe the man-nature-societ,y implf -

catLons to leisure and suggest ways of manipulating architecture to

encourage development of social relations, interaction wíth natuïe,

and self-realization, thereby bringing more meaning inËo a lífe of

leisure. The final chapter outlines a proposed housing system which

woul-d reflect the values of a socieËy at leisure within it.

(fÐ J. Maclean, from E. Stanl-ey, N. Miller, op. cit., p. 100.
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CHA TER IV

DEVEIOPMENT OF SOCIAL REI,ATIONS AND

AN ENVIRONMENT FOR LEISIJRE

Making Existence More Meaningful

As a person becomes oriented towards the leisure culture

his position at work no longer defines his role in society. He must

find a new basis for that role. Hopefully it will evolve through

his function in corrnunity. An article in Horizón magazíne warns of

a change in roles in a new social order replacing industrial society:

The crisis of identity we hear so much about arises not so
much because the individual ís lost but because society no longer
defines his function.. .

But in the end men and \¡romen must themselves evolve new
instiËuËfons and find new social roles that satisfy the innate needs
of man and provide those necessary deep psychíc protections and
safeguards that we all requíre. The new roles will spring from manrs
great biol-ogical adaptability, if they spring at all. (1).

This great bíological adaptation rníght be facilitated if man

were guided to a role through cormunity invol-vement. Purpose would

be achieved via oners role as a socíal activisË--Ëhe r^/ay one inter-

acts wiËh others, and involves himsel-f in cornmunity events and or-

ganization. His activism may be either as a leader and organizer,

or símply as a participant. His role in various actívities will de-

termine his status within the conrnunity, and help him to realize a

(1) J.H. P1umb -" '.
Horizon, American Heritage Publishing Co., New York, XIV: 3,
Sunrner L972, p.9.
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social- purpose. Peopl-e at leisure not only have the need to interaeË,

but also Ëhe opportunity. In turn, the desígn of a leisure envÍron-

menÈ should encourage and stimulate social intercourse.

When a population is geared to work, only a smal1 proporËion

wil-l involve themselves in corrnuníËy activÍty. But People with more

free time may, at theír leisure, devoËe more Ëime to social ínvolve-

ment and assume actíve roles. Thls extra time comporlerì.t will pernit

a wider range of acËiviLies vithin a community to be maintained.

There could then be greater choice of acËívity and there coul-d be

ímproved opportunity Ëo selecË friends with similar inËerests..

Sharing experiences wiËh friends, and reaLlzhng that their

appreciatíon of the event is of the same order, is one of the joys

of htrmanness.

There is also intrinsic worth in the good feeling of gíving

oneself to others, and, of course, ín receiving. Mutual aid is

assumed Ëo be generally unnecessary ín our technological world" Man

may be autonomous in a materialistic sense. However, the giving and

receiving of good advi.ce, emotional support, and friendly gestures

are forms of mutual- aid jusË as important as maËeris,l assistance.

If one discovers an ítem, event, or rre\t sensation, he has a human

need to share it wíth others. Ideas vrill be inËerchanged with mem-

bers of the conrnunity, and each person is both learner and Ëeacher.

To find meaning through social interaction, the person aË leisure

must accept the saying that trNo man is an 1sland."

t.l

¡
I
ì..

1:
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Devel-opment of social relaËions tends to lead to a better

understanding of differences betrteen people and culture" The root

of misunderstandingr on the contrary, is often ígnorance of the con-

ditions of unknown people. A person wiËh a knowledge and appreci-

ation of the ways of others can reflect on the makeup of hirnself--

h,ls emotions, intellect, ideals, physical state, and environment.

Social inËeracËion thus can aid ín answering self-reflective

guestions. Finding the ansr{eïs is a sËep towards discovering true

leisure.

Personal Value

ïnjectíng meaning inËo lifestyles is the highesË order of

value Ëhat could be derived Ëhrough.social development. But there

are many more iumediate benefits which assist an inCividualrs de-

velopmenË.

I. Co e:ris t ence

Coexistíng with oners neighbours and acquaintances forces

him Ëô learn and practice social graces. Compromising when differ-

ences occur, being diplomatic when decisions involving others must

be made, and employing an etiquettd which is appropriat,e to group

occasions are simple arts which develop through close social ties.

The individual l-earns that to functíon socially he mr:st often

accept sel-f-sacrifice for Ëhe benefit of the group. The rewards of

interaction must be worked for.
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4L1 the evidence of psychiatry shows Ëhat membership in a grouP
sustaÍns a man, enables hím to maintain hís equílibritm under the or-
dinary shocks of life, and helps hi¡o to bring up ehildren who will in
turn be happy and resilient...The cycle is vicious; loss of group

'membership in one generation may make men less capable of group mem-
bership in the next. The cívilízation thaË, by its very Process of
growth, shatters sma1l group lífe r¿ilL 1eave men and r¡tomen lonely
and unhappy. (2) 

"

II. Mutual Acceptance

Through interacËion peopl-e may learn each oËherrs sËrengËhs

and weaknesses. They r¿ill- tend to be aT¡Iare of when Ëhey can be of

assistance, and will- be appreciative of help in return. False pride

disintegraËes when people can accept each other, and Ëhemselves r. for

what they are. Mutual aid is a step towards mutual trust--a feeling

paramount for Ëhe acceptance of someone living in c1-ose proximity.

¡Neighbourr becomes a good word only if mutual tTusË exisËs.

The educational value of learning from ánd about others is

unquestionable. Gaining understanding of others, and self-reflection

on onets reactions Ëo social situatÍons, are, too. But individuals

who have learned to coexísË with a bond of Ërust can compeËe wíth

each other and sti1l mainËain accepËance. Competition would harm-

1-essLy occur when friends challenge each other, mentally or physical-ly.

This forn of interactíon is as important to character building as is

cooperaËion aL times of mutual need.

(2) C. Alexander, op. cít., p. L66
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II1. Mental Health

Erving Goffman explains how individual personality is shaped

by ínteracting with others:

The individual ín society lives a more or less public existence,
in which all his acts are anËicipated, checked, inhibited, or modi-
fied by gestures and the intentÍons of his fellows. It is in Ëhis
social conflict, ín which every indivídual lives more or less in
the mind of every other individual, that men may acquire their most
characËeristic and human traits .(2a) .

Maintaíning a proper sËate of mental health is a basic

functÍon of social development. If one feels involved socially, he

is likely to avoid social i1ls connected with self-centredness,

such as boredom, alíenation, and anomie. Thus, sccially at ea.se, in-

dividuals rnight be l-css susceptíble to more severe states of mental

illness, and even criminal activiËy. The change in social structures

within the past couple of decades has induced sËates of stress in

much of the North American population. According to Canadian Health

Minister Marc Lalonde, 50% of cases in general medical- practice are

related to anxiety and mental disorders.(3). Accepted insÈitutions,

as mentioned in Chapter II, have broken up causing anxious reactions

Ín Ëhose who are unable to find new institutions to.rely on. To

Ëhem, the rapid pace of life seems without purpose, and the man-made

environment seems to offer 1ittle to stimulate meaningful actions.

Lrrhen these condiËions are combíned with a mind already full

of personal problems', anxiety builds up and may cause psychosomatic

(2a)

(3)

Goffman
Glencoe,

Edmonds
Toronto,

- Behaviour in Public Places, The Free Press,
111. , 1963,

- The Traitor

p. L7.
E.

A.
Nov. B, 1975.

Ins ide , from the Canadian magazine,
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allments. A person under stress may seek to shuË out of his ex-

perience some mental inputs. He may withdraw from others, creating

a bubble of isolation around himself. This may seem like a solution

Ëo reducing sËTessful incidents caused by interacÈions wiËh multi-

tudes of people in a crowded city. However, the person who al-lows

himself to seË up this defence is preventing Ëhe possibíliLy of form-

ing meaningful relationships. The Ërap becomes evident when he be-

comes lonely or bored, causing more stress, arrd furÉher withdrawal

ínto a sheIl. Christopher Alexander has ouËlined this trap of over-

reacting to stress by turning inward:

hÏe must overcome the temptation to turn a\^ray; we mtrsË make our-
selves vulnerable. Each individual in society must once more ex-
pose himself to those dangers which, in his eagerness to escape
from stress, he has Eo shut out altogether. If people do not expose
themselves, if they do not dare t,o make themsel-ves vulnerable, life
will- become more and more intolerable, and we shall see more and
more of the signs of dissociaËion which are al-ready far Ëoo evi-
denÉ. (4) .

Alexander has- outlined what he call-s the auËonomy-withdrawal syn-

drome: modern man feels he can fend for himself, with technology

and high salaries replacing the need Ëo rely on assisËance from

neighbours and friends. trnlhen stress is applied, he withdraws into

himself. This is made possible by hís sense of autonomy. Mean-

whi1e, friends, who are reached by car and visited relaËively in-

frequently, are less, l-ikely to develop inËo close companions.

C. Alexander - The Citv as a }lechanism for Sustaining Human
Contact, from J. Helmer & N.A. Eddington (ed.) - Urbanman,
the Free Press, New York, L973, p.265.

(4)
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I'his loss of intimate conËacts further induces stress and withdrarval.

SeLf-sufficiency and privacy become a l-ife-style, and an environnenË

evolves around it which furËher perpetuaËes Ëhe syndrome (see

FÍgure IV-L, p.42 ). Alexander feels that Èhis is a major cause of

social breakdown. And he claims that the soluËion, a new way of life

which invol-ves, tt3 or four intimaËe contacts at every stage of (an

individualrs) existence"(5) cannot occur unless the physical environ-

ment changes Ëoo, Ëo permit healthier inËeraction.

The syndrome is a social and psychological problem of massive
di¡nensions: it will be solved only when people decide to change
their way of life. But the physical- environment needs changing ,

too. People can change their way of life only if the environment
supports their efforts . " (6) .

An enviroilritêrrt which provides for propagaËion of the syndrome

is the stereotype of modern North American living: suburban homes

and high-ríse apartmenËs. To strive for a happier and healËhier

f.ifesËyl-e, there is a need to invenË alternative housing forms--

forms which encourage a high degree of interacËion among their pop-

ulation, and kíndle relationships of lasting value.

IV. Personalitv

By developing social

oriented within society. He

within the social sysËem. As

relations an individual might become

may view hirnself as a unique component

he recognizes his worth, he is likely

(5) rbíd. ,

(6) rbid. ,

p.

p.

24s.

260.
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to develop self-esËeem, along wíth an inner glow of sel-f-satisfaction

and Ëhe confidence Ëo approach any social scene in his naËural rnarlner.

A psychologist, C.B. Mo1ler, has sÈressed the interrelationship of

social interactíon, architecture, personai-ity and mental health:

Both the amounË of interaction experienced and the kind of re-
l-ationships forrned are affected by structured space. Thus iË is
c.lear Ehat in this as Ín other areas architecËure becomes a critÍcal
agent in the shaping of personality and Ëhe conditioning of mental
heal-th . (7) .

If Ëhis staËement is Ërue then architecture ean LffecË Ëhe quality

and quantity of social inËeraction. Accepting the personal values

of relating with others iË might be claimed Ëhat housing forms can

be used as a nrajor tool for shaping individual developmenË. This

in turn assists the individual towards finding meaning wíthin the

leisure culture.

Sociai- Vai-ue

I. Community Spirit

Devel-oping social relations can lead to the developmenË of

comrnunity spirit. This spirit engenders a feeling of co-operative-

ness in day-to-day activi-ties, as well as collective aid to cope

with emergencies. Standards can be set to regulaËe behaviour r¡ithín

the community. If a strong spiriË prevails, these norms will be

accepted by almost al-l counnunal members. Homans, a sociologist who

special-izes in group dynanics, has said that as the amounË of

- Architectural Environment and our Mental Health,C.B. Moller
Horizon

N

E

(7)
Press, New York, 1968, p. 111.
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interaction increases, there is an increase in tthe strength of in-
terpersonal- sentiments rrt and an increase ttin Ëhe extent to which

nortns are colnmon and cl-ear.tt(B). A cournunity spirít can thus en-

courage social control. This control extends to ouËsiders as we11.

rf a population feel some sense of belonging to connnunal spa.ce,

then they may protect it from invasion, The spirit would then be-

come a form of security. rnteractíon might in this way breed social

respons ibility.

I1. InËercommunicaÈion

Mobilityrwhich has become a way of life for much of North

Amerícan society, is made easier when a conmunity has a high degree

of interplay between members and groups. Newconers can be readily

accepted inËo the iife of tlie community. others i,¡ill be aware of

theÍr coming, and the new arrivals can quickly learn their way

around. There could be a knowledge of the changing needs of neigh-

bours as they settle in. ThÍs information could in Ëurn permít the

envi-ronment to change to suiË new needs, assuming- that a population

couLd control Ëhe srructure of its habitat. rf this r,,¡ere possible,

then when occupants 1eave, Ëhe couurunity would have the opportuniËy

Ëo redefine Ëhe use of Ëhe vacated space.

The improved coumunication which socía1 interacËion may seed

(8). C. Homans - quoted in
Wyman Ltd., London,

Sprott - Human Groups, Cox and
p. 86.

w.J.R.
1958,
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can create a greater awareness of the activities of conrmunal in-

stitutions. The actions and aËtitudes of individuals may be broad-

cast, too, and lines of coumunication might bring togeËher people

of si¡rilar interests. There can be a greaÈer reaLízaLíon of the

needs of the communiËy and a broadening of íËs institutions to ca-

ter to Ëhose needs. This form of social development could lead to

a wel-l- organized cormaunity Life offering a diversity of functions.

Rene Dubos has proclaimed,

The mosË domínant characteristic of trIestern culture has been
the search...for r,7ays to convert Ëhe universal characteristics of
mankind into a great diversity of individual experience.(9).

The institutions tirat develop may give the community character,

and theír combined uniqueness may give the populaËion a cultural

identíËy.

Devel-opmenË of CournunltY

I. Defining CommuLitv

A coumunity is sinply a meaníngful group of people. The

German sociologisË Rene Konig has worded corununiËy. as a trlocal and

social unit ín which men cooperate in order to live their economic,

social, and cultural life together.t'(10). This defínition was in-

tended to apply Ëo a viLlage or city unit. However, sharedÈ
i:
lììi
iì,
ll
$
lì
t:

i
lì:
t:

(e)

(10)

Dubos, op

R. Konig
Kegan

ciË., p. LL7.

- The Community, (English
Paul Ltd., London, L968,

Translation) Routledge and
p. 25.
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economic, social, and cultural institutions occur in smaller units

of population, and Konig lets slip a simpl-er descripËíon of

'comrnunity as a relaËionship between people with something ín cournon'

(11) . This relaËionship is not necessarily forrned by shared space,

as ít couLd be a cultural or kinship tie. It involves people, rå-

ther Ëhan a physical neighbourhood. However, most social- units are

bonded by a sense of place, either a geographical place or a rplacel

within a larger social network. Arthur Erickson sËresses the need

for both concepËs of place within a connrunity, geographically as a

contrron ground, and socially as a sense of belonging:

Community exists as a relatíonship to common ground, the place
which everyone possesses as an extension of hÍmself. It is the
vivid experience of relationshíp between all parts and the resul-tant
sense of belonging that creates community. (12).

Common ground may not be a necessary component of community, but it

provÍdes a platform for social interacËion, permiËËing the above men-

tioned trexperience of relationship between all parts.rr Rene Dubos

stresses the human need Ëo define a territory:

The drives Ëo explore Ëhe envirorunent, to delÍmiË a territory,
and to.become familiar with a home range are among the most funda-
mental aspects of human behaviour. (13).

This territorial need applies to communities at all levels, as well

as to familÍes or individuals

(11) Ibid. , p. 15.

(12) A.C. Erickson - Habitation: Space. Dileurna, and Desígn,
Canadian Housing Design Council, OËËawa, 1966, p. 37.

(13) Dubos, op.cit., p. 111.
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II. Griteria for DeveLopment

For meaningful- social development to occur in a leisure

environnent there should be Ëhe sense of geographical p1ace. Re-

lationships scattered about a city are less likely to become ín-

tlmaËe at a personal 1evel and are often formed at work. An in-

dividual in Ëhe l-eisure culture will- likely want to interact among

those in his home environment, where he is spending more of his

time and making more of his friends. Home is not just the place

where he sleeps and eats, buË Ëhe place where his daily life is

centred. Home shoul.d be part of a community where |tyoung and o1d,

black and white, rich and poor, can partícÍpate together in learn-

ing, in recreation, and in Ëhe essential business of daily 1ife, a

place which is alive day and night, open Ëo all people, and an ex-

citing, good place Ëo be."(L4). In this way' a coÍrmunity of people

at leisure can be formed, with the conrnunity, as an extension of

the dwelling place, being home base.

It ís reasonable to assume that phys ical sËructure can in-

fluence social interaction. This can be extrapolated to the premise

that physical- structure can affect the sense of cornmunity within.

Cormnunity spiriË evolves around thå stage where interaction occurs.

The architectural characteristics of Ëhat stage help to determine

the quality and quantity of interaction, and, hence, the nature of

the community.

(14) F. Clark - A Brgad Concept of Cormnunities is In/hatrs New Abgu!
Ner^r Towns, from Architectural Record, Dec. , L973 , p. 133.
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In order to encourage a cournunity to form there shouLd firsË

be a compaËible popul-aËion. In many ne-vt tovTns planners attemPt Êo

achieve a balance in Ëhe míx of different classes (economic, socialr

or other\,Iise) of people. }{owever, other planners feel thaË an im-

balance may help to form a courmuniËy character. They support a homo-

genous concept, where people in a connnunity have similar backgrounds,

lifestyles, and objectives. BuË neither homogeneiËy of the life-

styles, nor. mixture of classes of people, are guarantees of communiËy

formation. hlhat seems to be more importafiË is for people to be able

to meet other individuals or groups with whom Ëhey are compatible on

a personal 1eve1. Homans says that the more people interact, the

more they wtl-l like eaeh other. (15). This is probably because...

the more freel-y a population interact, the more l-ikely are comPa-

Ëibilities Ëo be discovered. hihen a sense of community begins to

form around people with similar interests, iË may affect the in-

Ëerests of others in Ëhe viciniËy. Newcomers, aIso, might find their

interesËs changing to blend in with Ëhe corrnunity.

ConanuniËy formaËion requires some raison dtetre within the

i-arger social network. IË needs identiËy as a functioning uniË, and

its Ëerritorial limits should be in some \{ay defined. Otherwise,

íËs organization becomes amorphous in concept and iÈs structure is

vague. Its members mighË then fail Ëo comprehend its uniqueness

I
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among surrounding comnunitíes, and íË could lose íts meaning as a

socfal enËiËy.

Space and amenities can be used to give meaning to cormunity,

if the members sense thaË they are sharing these functional attri-

butes with others of corunorr interesË. Physical embodiment of com-

munity could be displayed by a focal- point--a structure whose pri-

mary function is to corrunurì.icate that a society is centred around iÉ.

The focal- poinË may conËain a secondary purpose in the form of a

function unique Ëo Ëhat corununity. IË coul-d Ëhen become the symbol

of any conununity insÈitutions Èhat form there.

Conrruníty Hierarchy

I. Identitv within Conununilv

Efforts at identification wiËhin a large society may be re-

flected by the way Ëhe physical container of that society represents

thå sense of belonging to a conrnunity within. If a sËructure con-

tains an impersonal socieËy, then a personrs prívaËe dwelling is all

he can iàentify wiËh, Perhaps his location should stand apart visu-

all-y from the dwellings of others, so he can feel that part of the

external structure is his

But if that person understands hís posiËion wiËhin the

society, Ëhen he can relaËe to Ëhe communities it contains. The

physical sËructure itself, containing the society, is his rhomer,
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and the individual dwell-ing need not be expressed visuall-y. He

identifies, hence, with al-1 Ëhe society, rePresented by its con-

tainer. The impl-ied sense of cornmuniËy is therefore symbolized by

architectural strucËure

In many modern ner,7 town developments attempts have been

made at providing a tovrn ceritTe (cenËrum) wiËh which the populace

can identify, and which symbolizes Ëhe heart of the cormnunit5z. But

a tovTn cenËre does not make a torvn. IË represenls only the largest

scal-e of conrtrunity wiËhin the ner.7 to\¡7n. And wheÈher or noË com-

munity idenËificaËion occurs aË that tevei is not even a consider-

ation, l-et alone how it occurs if it does. Oscar Newman has penned,

t\^le have become stïangers sharing Ëhe largest col1ecËive habitats

in human historyrr.(16). The cenËrum symbolizes, generally, the

consnercíal and adminisËrative core for multitudes of Ëownsmen. Each

mernber is a stranger to al-most every other, and he is noË likely

aware of the social- role of the other, even if iË is the person next

door. Any two members may have completei-y different likes and dis-

likeè, arid the instítutions Ëhey relate to, if any, are not symbol-

i-zed by the centrum. Tf the physical sËrucËuïe of a society faíls

Ëo make provision for social institutíons which are essential to the

maintaining of cornrrunity identity, then a sense of conmunity revolving

about those institutions may never form. The editors of Concept of

Communíty express this worry about grorvíng socieËy:

O. Newman
'L972,

Defensible Space, the Macì4illan
1.

( 16) New York,
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As the scale of society increases, the smaLl conruunity, tribe or
vi11-age or neighbourhood comes to depend more on Ëhe larger system
of order. The loss of autonomy for the loca1 group is ofËen compen-
sated by increasing wealth, power, and security. But there are real

'costs, and among the mosË ímportant ís the erosion of the exisËing
cul-ture--the belief syst.em and the normative sËructure ËhaË have
given l-ife meaning. " (77) 

"

At the other end of the scal-e are aËËempts at forming small

communíties, often reflected architecËurally by a single building.

There have been recent atËempts at building group homes, where

neighbours share living space, and Ëhe only locked door is the main

enËrance to the building. Coumunes whích have built geodesic domes

or other non-conformist environments also fall into this category.

But despite Ëhe high degree of interaction which occurs among the

neighbours of these comnunities, the population is Èoo small to sup-

port many institutions on which a conununity relies. Rene Dubos ex-

pLains that this is a weakness which prevents a ¡neaningful environ-

ment:

society shoul-d...provide as wide a range of envirorrnental con-
ditions as practically and safely possibl-e so that each human being
can select the experiences most suitable to the development of his
aËËributes and the prosecution of his goals.t'(18).

Group developments are ofËen eiËher isolated in nature or lost in a

sea of socieËy. The members may find their lives evolving around

many institutions external to Ëheir home cou¡stunity, while their re-

Latíonship to the activities of others withín the group home

(L7)

(18)

Minar and s. Greer (ed.) - The concept of consnunitv, Aldine
Publishing Co., Chicago, L969, p. 265.

Dubos - The Crisis of Man in his Environment, from G. Bell
& J. Tyrwhitt (ed.) - Human ldentitv in rhe Urban Environ-
ment, Penguin Books LËd., Harmondsworth, Eng., L972, p. lB4.

D.

R.
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dÍminishes, thus ímpeding the deveLopment of comnunity identity.

ïI. Ideal- Size of Cournunitv

Writers have suggesËed a wide range of ideal nr:mbers for a new

cormnunity. Suzanne Keller, a socíologíst, found a number of suggestions

whích arose from her research for the Athens Centre of Ekístics (1-9) .

These numbers refer to an ideal neighbourhood size, the neighbourhood

being the physical embodiment of a self-contained cormnunity:

1) Stevenage New Town (England) was planned wiËh neighbourhoods

of 101000. But in studies by HerberÉ Gans, people actually related to

smaller divisions of approximateLy 2r000.

2) Clarence Perry gives 5,000 as the maximum number of people

to support a school, thus defining a neighbourhood luniËr, Ëhe unit

being a subseË of a neighbourhood. KeLler questÍons this raËional-

i.zatí.on, however, as a single institution does not alone comprise Ëhe

nucleus of a neighbourhood.

3) RuÉh G1-ass, in studies of San Juan, found districts with

traiËs of conruunities which ranged in size from a very few up to

1-0 ,000 pers ons .

4) Jacquelíne Tyrwhítt defines a social- unit of about 500

houses, or 2 1000 people, as a subset of a larger neighbourhood system.

(19) S. Keller - The Urban Neighbourhood, Random House,
New York, 1968
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5) Tn a part of Hamburg, rrneighbouring cÍrcLesrt can be

identified, containing up to 40 famil-ies. The circle is a group of

neighbours known by sight, among whom greetings are extended when

seen.

Elízabeti¡. lnlood, in an arËicle entitled Housing Design - A

Social" Theorv, expresses a need for small groups of not more than

20 f.amLLíes within conmunities. (20)

Ekístics research group, Dellos Seven, reports that humans

interact wiËh no more than 100 people. (21).

Some writers have tried to make sense of these numbers by

combining specific group sizes to form their definition of cournunity.

Keller has described three levels, with numbers vaguely associaËed

with them: the neighbourhood, r,¡iËh an undef ined population (perhaps

10,000), the neighbourhood uniË, supporting basic i;rstituËions, with

around 2,0O0 Ëo 51000 persons, and the neighbouring circle, with up

to 40 families (say 100 to l-50 people).

The editors of Human Tdentítv in the Urban Envirgrnnent,

Gwen Bell and Jacqueline TyrwhitË, have analyz'ed existing and pro-

posed conmunity sizes, and grouped them into Ëhree sizes: (22).

(20) E. I^Iood - Housing Design:-A Social Theorv, from Be11 &
Tyrwhitt: op. cit., p. 344.

(21) Del-os Seven - The Scale of Settlements and the Quality of
Life, from Bell & TyrwhitË, op. cit., 0. 242.

(22) Be11- & Tyrwhitt, op. cit., pp. 233-235.
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L) 600 to 1,500 famil-ies (averaging about 4,000 peopLe)

form an urban neighbourhood. This uniL will supporË a primary

school and a local shopping cenËre, although in an automobile-

oriented society the numbers may be increased.

2) 500 to 1,500 people (averaging 1,000) can be contained

Ín a pedestrian island, the small-est group Èhat supports several

social- funcËions. It could be contained ín an area of about 200

meters square.

3) The smallest groupíng of 50 to B0 families (about 250

people) is a population experiencing regular face-to-face inter-

action. They feel at le-asË on a rnodding acquaintancer.

The Athens Centre of Ekistics, under the dÍrecËion of

Coustantinê Doxíadis, has proposed a more complex breakdown of corn-

muniËy groupings, which Lhey refer to as an ekistics scale. Each

group is sËudied under the categories of man, nature, socieËy,

shells, and networks. StarËing from a populacion of one, a single

man, the hierarchy runs so: tt'7o peopLe to fill a room, four

people in a family, 40 to form a group of famílies, 250 Ëo comprise

a small neighbourhood, 1,500 in a neighbourhood, 7,000 in a smaLl-

Ëo\,Jn, and so on to f orm a t.galopolis.

ITÏ. System of ConrnunÍties

We are approaching a better concept of cornrnunity which in-

with its own socialvolves a hierarchy of sub-couununities, each
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justífication, and each dependent on LeveLs above and bel-ow on the

híerarchical scale to supporË its exisËence. Be11 and TyrwhiËt ex-

press the need for hierarchical organízatíon of a city:

The great majorÍty of the inhabitants of megalopolis sËep from
their front door straÍght into the ímpersonal , faceless city i.rith no
rhuman scaler inËermediary. The theory of ekistícs holds thaË a
hierarchy of spatíal experiences is as necessary in human seËtlemenËs
as in biological and ecological phenomena."(23).

The hierarchical concept of conurunity so1-ves r¡ruch of Ëhe con-

fusíon of defining rcouurunityt (George l1illery Jr. lists 94 definitions

of conrnuniËy--very impressive, but hardly assisËing a student to

so1-idífy his own concepË i4).) Instead of arguing whether rcon¡nunityr

comprises a particul-ar social unit or another, a1-i these uniËs are

combined in this hierarchical understanding. Community implies a

sysËem, rather than a specific entiËy.

Most definitions of community refer to a prímarily self-

conËained society, in social, cultural, and economic terms. These

definitions consider the conmuniËy size which is k-nown in physical

terms as the neighbourhood. IË is the tglobal societyr which Konig

speaki of. As an exaglple, Scott Greerrs definition fits this caËegoïy:

rVhen a territorially defined group, like the village, is a Ërue

functional- group for al-l its members and when iË manifests a powerful

prímary dimensíon, we call iË a community."(25).

(23) rbid.,

(24) Konig,

(25) Minar

p. 232

op. cit.,

and Greer,

p.22.

op. cit., p. 63.
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However, this is simply a descrípËion of the lowest l_evel in

the cormruniËy hierarchy which can aËËain some degree of auËonomy as

a functional group" rt also contains Ëhe smal-lest population wiËh

which a communiËy hierarchy can exist in a viable form. At any lower

l-eveI, the groupings would comprise someËhing less Ëhan a total

cornnuníty.

These smaller groupings, a1-though not autonomous in any sense,

aïe necessary subsystems as they eïì.courage for*"tíon of ínstitutions

whích assume a more Local- and more personal ro1e. The neighbourhood

conununiËy itsel-f may be only a subsysËem of a seË (of larger systems)

of a síze which fcrms the whole urban grouping.

rn a leísure envírorunent it has been shov¡n that an actíve

social inËeraction would be h.e1-pful as a vehicle for making life more

meaningful-. The development of social reLations could be encouraged

by the formation of a cormnunity system with a strong híerarchical

structure.

The need for a hierarchy is expressed by Chermayeff and

Alexander, although they speak of different leve1s of conrnunities in

terms of the transition from cornmuníty to privacy:

To develop both privacy and the true advantages of living in a
conmunity, an entirely new anatonryr of urbanism i.s needed, builË of
many hierarchies of clearly articulated domains. such an urban
anatomy must provide special domains for all degrees of privacy and
all degrees of communily living, ranging from the mosË intimately
private to the most intensely com¡nunal .t, (26) .

(26) S. Chermayeff and C. ALexander - Connnunity and privacy,
p. 37.
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A Proposal

I. Numbers

A corrounity hierarehy which is devel-oped with a multíple of

four seems to include mosË previously menËioned conrnuniËy sizes. The

choice of the factor four is also responsive to the exist,íng fabric

of most North American cities: rectilinear form. I^Ihen a recËilinear

grid is a parameter, then dealing with systems that increase fourfold

through each leve1 of complexity simplifies planning. However, the

factor 4 is not absoluËe, and a range could be allowed aË each level.

It might be a reasonable approximation to base this range on the

factors of 3 and 6 applied Ëo the average number in the ímoediately

l-ower level-. For sma1l group interactíon among individuals, 4 is

close to an ideal group síze, while 3 and 6 are approaching minímum

and maximum sizes for efficient interaction. Above 6, the group maJu

tend to become heavily dominated by a few individuals, ignoríng oÈhers.

It mighË also develop a tendency to split into two smaller groups.

Below 3 does not compïise a group. Beyond a group of individuals it

míght be deduced that groups interact with other groups efficiently

when the same maximum and minimum represent the numbers of groups ín

the interacting body. This assumption would further justify the

hierarchyrs factor.

The accompanying Figure IV-2, p. 58 compares the híerarchy

based on a factor of 4 wÍth the ekistics hierarchy, and the connnunity
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leveLs proposed by Be1-1- and Tyrwhitt. The comparison is símii-ar.

The more intensive categorization of the proposed system is a re-

fl-ection of the desire to cïeate a l-eisure environmenË, where en-

couragemenË of a high degree of social interaction is a prime

criteria.

II. Description of Level-s

Fo1-Lowing is an ouËl-ine

archy of communities based on a

basis of a progranne to be used

environmenË. Its criteria are

thq Appendix.

describing each leve1 in a hier-

facËor of 4. This ProPosal is the

later in the design of a leísure

further outlíned in chart form ín

Although a single individual in no way exisËs as a community,

he is Ëhe basíc el-ement of any conrnuniËy. The cormnu.nity hierarchy

cannoË exclude him, and the population of the first level of the

hierarchy is one. Spacíall-y, he should be entitl-ed to more Ëhan

would be anlple as a place to sleep. This area wil-1 also serve for

personal- activities such as hobbies or studies... It v¡i11 be an in-

tensel-y private place, since a highly sociable corrouniËy must be

balanced by the provision of ari escaPe into privacy. It should

allow the indivídual freedom ín shaping his own envirorrnent withín,

closed off from the views of others. The privacy of Ëhis personal

territory coul-d a1so be shared by a couple.

The second l-evel, with a populaËion of four, is the famii-y--

rfamilyr meaning a group of people living their daily lives Ëogether.
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It coul-d consist of a nuclear family, a group of students, oT even

nore unusual arrangemenËs generally shunned by work-dominated society,

such as a group marriage ) ot a cel-l of a sect. The area occupied

could be smaL1, but Ëhenwould be compensated for by provision of

extra sPace ín higher hierarchical level-s.

The next level (IfI) r¿ould have a population of about 15

people, composed of four or five farnilies who inËeract constantly

through individual expression of talents and hobúies, sharing personal

possessions and food, and inforrnally grouping for drinking coffee,

playing cards or ¡nzatching chil-dren at play. It should be an informal

territory, and form a trarisition between Ëhe more private farnily l-evel

and leve1 IV ín the community hierarchy. Leve1 IIÏ will be knov¡n as

a lgroupl.

Level IV, a runitt, will conËain abouË 60 people (four

tgroupst) and provide a sizabLe cormnunal space. Individuals should

interacË daily, and everyone will- know each other by nage. It is the

highest level at which individuals will be encouraged to interact

face-to-face, so should have a sËrong sense of identity as a dístinct

society. It could be a gathering place where spontaneous, eïIergetic

l-iesure activities can occur and grasp the aËtention of all. Figure

IV-3, p.60 , shows how family dwellings can be arranged to form

groups and units. Families and groups are oriented towards enËíties

which give a sense of identity.
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Level V is a rsectionr. It wil-L provide corrnunal space for

four tunitst, or abouË 250 people. At this leve1 neíghbours will

be recognízed by sight, or at l-east be rknown ofr. Interaction will

hopeful-ly be friendly, but is likely to occur mosË frequently in

groups. It might conËain some sort of focaL point' such as a fountain

or a piece of sculpture, and some functional conËents, perhaps a laun-

dry, workshops, and car maintenance area. It may a1-so provide space

for functional ameniËíes of higher level-s which overlap Lhe strucËure

of the secËion, thus bringing in an exËerrial- populaËion.

Level VI is a rblockt contaí-ning about 1,000 people" fÈs

built-up area would be quiËe dense but, rvith exLra greelL space, it

would fil-l a typical city b1-ock. It could be an entirely pedesËrian

island--the trpedesLrian precincË1! of Be11 and Tyrwhitt. Individuals

would interacË on a formal l-evel---a rrnodding acquaintance't rel-atíon-

ship. runitst might regularly interacË at this level, perhaps as

Ëeams in aËhletic leagues, or as poLitícal- uniËs in the organization

of the block.

The neighbourhood, with about 41000 people, is levei- VII'

Its cenËre r¡oul-d be a conrnercial , administrative, and transPortation

node. ït should conËain all the instiËutions or an acËive neighbour-

hood and maintain a sLrong identity, boËh archiËectural-ly and

culturally. However, it would also draw in the populaËion of the

surrounding urban society, and offer them its unique culËural Pres-

ence as a distincË node wiËhin the larger urban area. In other words,
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it v¡ould develop a local- colour which would give it a sense of p1-ace

in the urban fabric.

The neighbourhood corrnunity would be defined by its function.

Social-ly, its inhabitants will feel a bondage because they share

corrnon institutions. Being the leve1 of the hierarchy at which

social interaction gives \^ray to functional amenitíes in defining its

meaning, iË can be considered the lowest self-contained cornmunity

(in terms of social interaction). Any community design should take

into account all hierarchical levels of community up to and including

the neighbourhood. In an isolated location, a neighbourhood formed

with the outlÍned community hierarchy could exist as a functional

leisure environment. For a larger popul-ation, the levels of community

can increase upI^lards as necessary, and provide 1-arger-scale insti-

tutions which would enhance a lífe of leisure. Their design should

be beyond the control of one architectural ideology. To ensure in-

teresting 1ocal colour in other neighbourhoods, their concepts should

be formed by other designers.

III. Urban Links

Thís system of cournunities can be used in part to link rvith

an existing neighbourhood to strengthen its organizational sËructure

and complete iËs hierarchical breakdown, thereby encouraging greaËer

social- interaction withín. Either high level conrrunities can be

added to a corûnunity which is too small, or lower level hierarchies
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FIGURE TV-4: iNFILL OF HOUSING SYSTEM TO PROViDE
AMENITIES AND SUPPORT POPULATION ON
WASTE GREEN SPACE BETWEEN HIGH - RISE
BLOCKS.
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caÊ be inserted into a neighbourhood which contains a hierarchical

socíal- structure only at the hígher l-eveLs.

To accomplish this sËrengthening of the co¡rununity hierarchy

a corumrniËy system could be used as infil-l- on land surrounding ex-

ístíng buildings, whether they be high-ríse blocks or suburban homes.

The land built on would be superfl-uous green space, and wou1d be re-

placed by a more usable rooftop park. Existing buildings would be

tíed together. The densiËy would be increased to enable support of

new instiÊutions which encourage community formation. A variety of

housing forms could be provided in the old and ne\,r structures. The

revitalLzed neighbourhood would have a strong architectural identity,

and also rvoul-d encourage identity with the instiËuËions formed at

each hierarchical level of communiËy (see Figure ÍV-4, p.64).

There will be a certain amount of overlap between 1eve1s of

cormnunity, particularly between adjacent leve1s. As ChrisËopher

Alexander says, rrthe city is noË a treertrand, rather, has a lattice-

like organization. (27). The proposed housing system permiËs a

lattice Ëo form, both inËernall-y, and externally in its relaËion to

Ëhe surrounding urban area. Overlaps between levels'wouLd occur

naturall-y, depending on the personal interests of indívidual-s and

groups. A l-attice, though, should not devei-op Ëo the degree where

its compl-exíty confuses the population, and oners position in society

becomes nebulous. However a family could relaËe Ëo two different

(27) C. Alexander - The Citv is not a Tree, from Be1l and Tyrwhitt,
op. cit. r pp.
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1evel ïII rgroupsr, ot belong to a bridge club composed mosËly of

resídents of a dífferent lunítr (leveL IV) without beíng too mixed

up about its place in society. A proper balance should be main-

tained beËr,¡een a lattice-l-ike paËtern of acËivities, and idenËity

with insËitutÍons within oners own contrnuniËy hierarchy" Think of

the cormrunity as a Ëree whose branches stem from the same trunk, but

intermingl-e wiËh Ëhe branches of surrounding trees.

rV. NaËural-ness of Interaction

The occupants of a structure styled to conËain a l-eisure

cuLture should be abl-e Ëo define theír personal Lerritories naturally,

as well as the territories to the conrnuniËies which they form. The

designer can only encourage the territoríaLízaËion he desires. He

can suggest particular cormmrniLy Ëerritory by the way he structures

space, and he can imply certain uses by the choice of maËerials and

other architectural qualíties, such as 1-ighting, acoustics, and ceil-

íng heights. But the final decision should rest with the user, r.rho

could -use spaces Ëo suit his particular needs r fnd form institutions

which serve his and his neighbours I peculiar interests. The way

communítíes territoriaLLze within the structure will never be ex-

actl-y as anticipaËed by the designer. It will always depend on Ëhe

initiative of the occupants. Predict,ions are valid only to the de-

gree that r¡7e can classify human dynamics.
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As groups form, Ëhey should devel-op Ëheir own norms of

behaviour. Hopefully (if we have enough faith in mankind to believe

that we ai-l have more good qual-ities than bad), these should ref 1ecË

the beËter qualities of the occupants. Group pressure would contÏo1

individual-aggression, and perhaps encourage the good side of a mem-

berts character to shíne. Members of a group generally agree with

group decisions, and new members quickly accept group policy, so a

group, with its associated instiËutions, is generally self-

perpetuating, and can maintain its uniqueness. A devianË, íf he

cannot accepË a grorrprs interests, or dislikes his neighbours'

should have the optíon of redefining his posiËÍon within the neigh-

bourhood, making himself part of a different communíty. For devíants

who wish to \.vithdraw from cournuniËy, privacy musË be another option.

Again, increased corrnunity must be complemented r¡ith increased oppor-

tunity to escape into PrivacY.

There are those who suspect our ability to coexist in a

highly interactíve environment, but the feeling is derived from our

existing socieËy, where a sÉranger is mistrustèd before he is known,

and our 1ack of intimaËe contacL makes uS r/rary of those we do noË

undersËand. Many of us lack sel-f-confidence in our ability to ínter-

act wiËh others, because we have rarely had Ëhe occasion Ëo test our

react,ions to close ínteraction.

But can we bury ouï pre-conceptions of group interactions?



can we accepË ËhaË a nevr cuLture coul-d form in Ëhe 1eisure eTì'-

vironment, with norns whích cannot be judged by typical North

Arnerican society? B.F. Skinner, in speaking of his psychological

utopía, I{alden II, has pleaded wiËh us Ëo suppress our cloak of

pessírnism;assuringusthataconmunityofpeopleaËleisurewí11

enhance the connnon good:

BuË live in l¡Ialden II a urrcnth or so and you will get a fresh
poinË of view. You wÍl1 shake off Ëhe pessímí9rn which fil1s the

äby"mal- depËhs to which we've sunk, and you rvíll begin to see

inä potenrialities of man. You rví11 begin to expect great Ëhings

of män, and see the chance of getting Lhem, too'(28)'

Many social problems which vre might anticipaËe måy not occur at

all within Lhe connrunity hierarchy in the rvay they might Ín pre-

seoË socieËy. And if Ëhey do, there may be simple solutions to

them which we cannoË predicË. For exampl-e, the imposition of

authoriËy may be governed by a cult of honesty, raËher Ëhan by

Ëhe diplomacy and bureaucracy to which \^7e are accustomed. says

R'.8. Roberts . author of The New communes , rtNevl forms of authority

are hopefully developing in the conrnunal scene--authority revolv-

in¡i around self-insight, knowledge of grouP dynamics' and co-

operation with natute -" (29) .

The individual who realizes a true sËate of leisure r¿i1l

have a seË of values to guide his life thaË is radical-ly different

(28) B.F. Skinner
Co., New

- Inlalden II (spoken by Fraziler), the lulacMillan
York, L962, P. 290.

(2g)R.B.Roberts-TheNewComr.rrlnes,PrenËiceHal].,Englewood
Cl-iffs, N.J., 1971, P' 139'
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from our own, and wi1-l probably be based on a betËer understanding

of his relation Ëo conmunity than we have. He would have Ëhe

'social maËurity Ëo understand that, by living in harmony wiËh

connuniËy, he can find the greatesË amount of freedom Ëo styl-e his

own l-Ífe.

ttlthe conquest of man

- Ëhe conquesË of man himself,

buË never of other men.lrl

- FrazLer, in @-LL (30)

(30) Skínner, op. cit., (spoken by Frazier), p.76.
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CHAPTER V

INTERACTION I.]ITH NATURE

Purpose as Leisure Pursuit

I. Man and Earth

"The Lord God took the man and put him into the Garden of

Eden to tíll it and keep iË.r'(l). It is risky enterprise to attempË

to ímprove on naËure. Alternatively, man might try to fit into iË

in Ëhe most harmonious rtay possible. Tf he can do so, he will find

a big, beautíful world which has been made for him. He can make

use of it in any \^7ay he chooses, but he must remember that if he

reshapes it he will be affecËíng a universal system, Ëhe consequences

of which may be too complex to predict. If mants actívitíes comple-

menL natural systems, he can realize harmony with nature. If man

aËtempts to conquer riature, he may conquer himself, his race being

an entity of the universal natural system. rb{an turned the earth

into a howling \^iaste from rvhich he ivould be tile first to vanish."(2).

The choice is open, but a man striving for meaningful leisure might

Ëest'Ëhe option of harmony. Having an understànding of the intrinsic

val-ue and true purpose of his activities, he may discover ËhaË inËer-

actíng wíth nature on its own termd can help fulfil-l his own 1ife.

(1)

(2)

The Bible - Genisis 2:15, Revised Standard Edition.

W. Faulkner, quoted
Scribnerrs Sons,

by R. Dubos - So Human an Animal, Charles
New York, 1968, p. 190.
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The choice of conquering naËure is more in tune with the work

eËhíc and the concept of work for workrs sake: arËificialiËy for

artif icialityr s sake.

Over time and space naËure offers unique sensations and

experiences which can augment Ëhe quality of a personrs existence.

I¡Iithin the naËural sphere he is presented r'7iËh diverse challenges'

which can be accepted or avoided. Acceptance may help a Person to

reaLize his own potentials and give him confidence to exp|ore and

discover the world about him.

Some men clajsr to serise an unexpl-ainable spiritual attach-

ment to nature. Beauty can be seen in many forms of nature, and

íË may stir up in a sensitive person a good feeling which has no

rational basís. Nature, if one listens c}osely, maY be heard

calling us aliay from our urban habitat, a call which has stirred

many suburbanites to search out wílderness, although the inabiliËy

to foresake modern conveniences dilutes Ëhe exPerience, and the

desire to mix with a social scene may override.Ëhe value of

natural- sensations. However, in conËrast to their sterile home

environments, Ëhe semi-naËura1 condition iS far more rewarding

during their leisure time. InsËead of tescapingt to nature, ít

might be better if many of the characteristics of nature were

built into the home environment. Then the natural world outside

could be explored for its own sake.
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ß-. Personal- DevelopmgFt

Nature can help man develop in all aspects of his personal

being. Physically, hís body functions have evolved through eons of

tíme of existing in nature. The functíons are kept oil-ed when ex-

posed to the rigors of natural experience, and his state of health

may be imProved

There also seems to be an insËincËive emgtional response to

Ëhe naËural setËing. NaËure, with her changing moods, stímulates a

weal-th of contrasËing sensations of the heart. The person at leisure,

who sensLLi-zes himself to these conditions of naLure, rvil1 feel a

specËrum of staËes of emotion, which can help dispel boredom and

apaËhy from his attiËudes torvards life-

Nature stimulates the intellect with her organizational com-

plexities. At the rnacro and micro 1eve1s man is enticed to seek

knowl_edge. This knowledge may lead to reflection and self-discovery,

and pave the way to a comPrehension of a manrs role on earth and his

pero-nal -relationshj-p with Ëhe universe. The spiritual attachment

whích man feels towards nature combined \,Jith his intellectual pur-

suit of universal aËtachment, may give rise perscnal philosophy--

the foundation of an indívidualfs religion. This approach to

realízLng meaning in life has been expressed by Cyril Connolly:

ItThe more I see of l-ife Ëhe more I perceive LhaË only Ëhrough solitary
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cofimunion with nature can one gain an fdea of its richness and mean-

ing."(3).

III. Social Development

Nature provides excellent settings for many forms of group

interaction, especiaLly when group privacy ís desired. To experience

nature in a sociable setting can have sincere rewards in that natural

experiences are shared, hopefully bringing peoplg closer Ëogether

Ëhrough a coÍrnon bond of experientÍal- awareness.

The wilder Ëhe setËing the more people musË rely on each other

in their efforts to cope with the environment. Agaín, Ëhis may help

to solidify relationships, as well as cementing into a group the social

val-ues derived from mutual aid

When a group i.s communing wíËh naËure, individuals are more

likely to be naËural in their social- rel-ationships, perhaps as a re-

sult of the informality of Ëhe environmenË. Their natural selves tend

to become evident, and they are more l-ikely to express theír true po-

tentials,- as opposecl to acting as somebody they a{e noË and pretending

to, a role which they have not really got, or are incapable of main-

taÍning

Group members , if Ëhey can be themselves in naËure, may gain

from oËhers recognition for their real abil-ities. This true

- Communitv and
N.Y., 1963, p. 40.

C. Conno11y, quoted by
Privacy, Doubleday &

Chermayeff and Alexander
Co., Inc., Garden City,

(3)
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appreciatíon míght tend to further encourage co-operaËíon within the

group. Also, potential could be tesËed in friendly competition wíth-

out concern about exposing oners true self, because the self would be

accepted to begin wiËh.

The spiritual sentiments which naËure instills in individuals

can be combined with those of others to form a group theosophy. When

a group shares a theory of its tmeaningfult relationshíps with the

universe, Ëhe groundwork is set for a religion. A religion which

aríses through natural inËeraction would have validity Éoday because

a person needs evidence ín formíng a comprehension of universal

attachment in order tc realize meaning in his leisure pursuits.

Rene Dubos comments:

Inle can change our vTays only if we adopt a ne\t social ethic--
almost a nerü social r-eligion. I.rlhatever form this religion takes,
it r.rill- have to be based on harmony with nature as rvell as man,
instead of the dríve for mastery. (4) .

Essence of Nature

Naturers magnetism can be described in intangible terms, such

as beauty and timelessness, or freshness and vitaliiy. But these

qualities become felt only as a result of combinations of tangible

traits. An analysis of these traits may lead to a better undersËand-

ing of what constitutes naËure in the real wor1d, and perhaps give

clues as to how to emulate the essence of nature archÍtecturall-y.
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I. Change

The appeal of nature can be examined in all forms of human

experience: physical, emotional, spiritual, and intellecËual. Over

each of these forms rules the process of change--change in place and

change over tí.¡ne. The changing states of nature are normally balanced.

change occurs, and it influences change in other parts of the system.

But all remains in a state of equilíbrium. Birth and rebirth, and

cyclical migrations are the ru1e. Hermann Hesse-, an author and

philosopher, discovered ËhaË everything changes and everything comes

back to the same place. ttHe saw that the water continually flowed

and flowed and yet it was always there; it was alivays the same and

yet every moment it was new.tt(5). However, change is const.ant. No

two places, or no t\^7o ínstances of time, are ever the same. When

metamorphosís is cyclical, the conditions of Ëhe environmenË may

evolve slightly, and one cycle may slip off on a tangent from Ëhe

prevÍous one. tr^lhen things return to Ëhe same place, that place may

have a differenÈ substance or new meaning. ttThis paËh is stupid, iË
goes-in spirals, perhaps in circles, but whichever way it goes, I

will fol1ow ir."(6).

Natural change affects people, toor. not only physically, buË

also in their emotions and attiËudes. Humans adapË to changes ín

(s) H. Hesse, Siddhartha, New Directions Publishing Corp., New york,
L951, p. 83.

Hesse, op. cit., p. 78.(6)
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theír feLlows, and thereby become part of each other as Ëhey change

themsel-ves in response. Simil-arily, societies change as peoPle adapl

and regroup their cormnunal expectations, in adjusting to a restructur-

ing of their social order. Mol-ler has quoted G. HerberË, in referring

to p1-anning, on the dominaËion of change:

The art of town planning is the art of the living, growing,
developing, ever-changing city...Change is indeed the only pennanence;
being, becoming, and perishing the only external truths,(7),

Change will be especially prevalent in á l"ir,rr" society, wiËh

people frequently moving and travelling, wiËh attitudes to neighbours

and conrnunity continually being reconsidered and refined, and with

perception of the self constantly beíng quesËioned.

I1. Divers itv

In the physical state, the diversÍËy of TÌaËure is partiall-y

apparenË in appeal to the senses. TexËure, sounds, visual experiences

of.light and colour, flavours, and fragtances aTe perceived in any

natural habitat in myriads of combinaËions. A delicaËe sensation

associated with a real experience may be dupliclËgd, even years later'

and flood the mind and heart vrith detailed recollecËions of the event;

e.g. Ëhe scent of a flower may rekindle fond memories of lazy sunrner

afternoons ín the country during chÍldhood. Thoreau appreciated the

appeal and signifícance of simple sensaËions in a natural setËing.

(7) G. Herbert, quoted by C. Moller -
and Our &ntgl_Ealth, Horizon

Archit ectural Environment
Press, New Yorlc, 1968, p. 116.
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He described how thought ean be generated by I'the faint hum of a

mosquitoerr: ttThere \nlas something cosmical abouË iË; a standing

advertisement, till forbidden, of the everlasting vigour and fer-

tílity of the wor1d."(B).

Tangible evidence of diversiËy is apparenË everlnvhere in

nature in extreme contrasts. As one travels through a wild settíng

his spatial- environment is constantly changing from one extreme to

the next. One minute the path is r¿ide, the next narrow. One place

has a bower of leaves, Ëhe next is open to the sky. Here the land

is flat and grassy, there it is hi11y and rocky. Even the quality

of diversity itself is conËrasted when a varied landscape gives way

to a long and wide prairie. (Although at Èhe micro-scal-e Ëhe

prairie has its own diverse characteristics).

Along Ëhe journey the senses are avTare of diverse messages.

Spaces are affecËed by changing qualities of light and shadow. The

ground underfooË communicates feelings of hard stone and soft soil,

or coarse gravel and smooth ice. The ear is pounded with the thunder

of a waterfall, and later pressured with silence. In a hot sufltmer

the baked earËh can still bleed ice cold spring \.{ater. The greys

of winter are subtly blended wíth the colours of berries and bark,

or ye1low blades of grass which manage to reach above the snow.

H.D. Thoreau, @lclen - Dolphin Books, Garden City,
1960, p. 78.

(B)
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Each of these sensual experíences affect the perception of space,

and their diverse combinations appeal to the human spirit that is

avTare. Through experiencing a wide range of natural spaces, a

person may discover some \,vith special appeal to hirû--an appeal

which urges him to develop a personal attachment to those spaces,

and perhaps to discover something abouË himself. Dubos recognizes

this as the prime benefit of a diverse environnent, despite (when

appl-ied to architecËure) extra cost or difficulties in planning:

Diversity may result in some loss of efficiency. It will
certaín1y increase the variety of challenges, but Ëhe more
important goal is to provide the many kinds of soil that will
permit the germination of the seeds no\^l dormant in mants
riature. (9) .

Vastness is another tangible physical characteristic of

diversity. Boundaries are unlimiËed, and the individual- is free to

explore almost any path he chooses. AlËhough the globe is finiËe,

one could never experience iË totally in a thousand lifetimes, and

even returning to a previous place will prove the unrepeatability

of experience because it will have changed !ùith time. Vastness is

apparént in the range of expectat,ions of whaË a'nevz experience has

to offer. Idhatrs around the next corner? trrlhat lies over Ëhe hill,

or beyond Ëhe horizon? Alsorthe vaåt po\^zeïs of naËure are diff icult

to control. Our attempts at masËering natural processes have un-

predictable consequences as a nerv equilibrium settles. It is

(9) Dubos cit. L7s.
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better to conform Ëo natural functions--blend in with its natural

habÍtats, and harmonize wíth its processes.

ITI. Organic Structure

Organic sËructure characterizes the physical traits of nature.

All parts are dependent on all other parts in a state of dynamic

equilibríum. spatial environ:nent,s, large or sma1l, exhíbit ecological

bal-ance. Because of these dependencies, differentíaËion between neigh-

bouring environnents occurs transitionally in most cases, unless Ëhere

is an abrupt change in topography, such as aË the edge of a cliff, or

if medíums change, as where land meets sea. The rsÉructure¡ of nature,

in arr organic sense, is noË only ínherent in iËs roots and stems, but

also in every aspect of the physical environment: spatial dimensions,

sense of enclosure, light and colour, textures, acous,tics, etc.

Each of these qualities is related to every other one, and are or-

ganically inseparable as distinct enËities wiËh separate functions.

Flexibility is another organic trait. It is found not only

in the possibility of mulËi-functional- use of a parËicular environ-

menË, buË also in the limíËless freedom of choice between environ-

ments. An environment can be found.for almost any particul-ar need,

assuming one has the patience and means to search far enough.

Spontanietv

spontaniety characËerizes the natural envirorìment. From time

IV.
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to time and from place to p1-ace unpredictable events occur and un-

expecÈed objects appear. Yet, wheËher we call it instinct, geneËics,

or natural Law, all dynamic conditions of naËure are subject to a

cal-culaËed pattern of processes. Any event or object is a sPonËa-

neous affirrnation of Ëhose processes. Sti1l, Ëo man, the variations

of patterns are infinite, and naturers complexities give him fascin-

ation and excitement, susPense and surprise--his owfi sponËaneous Ie-

actions to riaËural condiËions. Erich Fronun has expressed Ëhe happy

feelings which our spontaníety brings us:

I{hether ít be the fresh and spontaneous perception of a land-
scape, or Lhe dawning of some truth as the result of our thinking,
or a sensuous pleasure that is not stereotyped, or the r.¡elling up

of love for another person--in these moments i¡e all know what a

spontafieous act is and may have some vision of what human life
could be if these experiences were not such rare and uncultivated
occurrences. (10) .

A spontaneous environmenË encourages the sponËaneous act.

If the individual can free hímself to respond naturally Ëo an

inrnediate condition of nature, then his real ciraracËeristics and true

potentials may become evident. The spontaneous act relies on Ëhe

creaËive ability of the individual who is copinþ v¡iËh Ëhe condition

in his otrn natural way. Fromm says a spofitaneous Person displays

ttËhe qual-ity of cïeative activity that can operate in oners emotional,

intellectual, and sensuous experiences and in Oners will as wel-l.tt(11).

(10) E. Fromm - Escepe from Freedom, Avon Books, New York, L965,
p. 286.
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fhis is an important step to experiencing the Ërue self, and sensing

the joy of spontarieous intercourse with the universe:

If the individual reaLlzes hÍmself by sponËaneous activity
and thus rel-ates hirnself Ëo the rvorld, he ceases Ëo be an iso-
lated atom; he and the world become part of one sËructuralized
whole; he has his rightful p1ace, and thereby his doubt con-
cerning himself and the meaning of life disappears. This
doubË sprang from his separateness and from the thwarËíng of
lífe; when he can live, neíther compulsively nor automatically
buË spontaneously; the doubt disappears. He is arrare of hirn-
self as an acËíve and creaËive individual and recognLzes that
there is only one meaning of life: Ëhe act of living itself.(12).

The freedom Ëo act spontaneously, then, implies non-

obligatory activity, and activity which exercises the ínte1lect,

emotions, and physique in conjunction with natural conditions. IË

is thus an essential element of a life of l-eisure.

V. Emotions

The next quality of nature to consider is the emotional

essence. The natural world is very moody. It can change from the

fury of an- afternoon thunderstorm to Ëhe ËranquíliËy of an evening

sunseË over glassy Ì.^7ater. The moods of naËure are of ten described

metaphorically: Lazy sunner, mountain sol-iËude, wild r.{aters,

solemn forests, lone prairie

Reaction to the wilderness ís stimulated by negative and

positive emotion, depending on cultural, economic, and personal con-

ditions. However, the person at leisure, who has satisfied his basic

(Lz) rbid. , p. 289 .
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needs, and ís searching for meaning in a oneness with nature, will

accept most of hís responses as compl-emenËing his wealth of worldly

experiences.

The physical characteristics of nature are manípulaËed Èo

stimulate emotional response. Tangible elements combine to emote

suspense, anËicipation, surprise, curiosity, orientation, and many

more states of mind whích make l-ife more int,eresting. The more

these feelings are triggered, the more fascinating life will be.

Their occurence Ís spontaneous, with no formal pattern Ëo dispel

the curiosity which entices one to see what can be discovered along

every step of Ëhe rva-¡i. Says J.B. Bakema, in referring to archi-

tecture: ttNeighbourhoods must be a kind of castle with towers,

rooms, galleries, secreL corridors, and surprising courtyards.tt(13).

This informality of naËure encourages man to lose hi¡rse1f wiËhin iË,

as ín a maze, and expose himsel-f to chance experiences. He can even

forget himself in ËÍme as he explores. The infinite cycles of

natural processes, and the unbending powers of natural forces, give

to any setting a sense cf timel-essness. There is no better Ëherapy

for anxiety-torn modern man.

VI. Spirit

Naturels spiritual essence emerges from a sense of universal

attachmerrt among all things. Everything affects everyËhíng else;

J.B. Bakema, quoted in G. 8e11, J. Tyrwhitt (ed.)
Identity in the Urban Environment, Penguin Books
HarmondsworÈh, Eng., L972, p. 383.

Human(13)
Ltd. ,
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everything depends on everything el-se; everyËhing is ParË of every-

thing else. The infinite magnitude of the universe makes iË im-

possible for man Lo define Ëhe true self, Ëhe boundaries of his ex-

istence being limitless. The forces of naËure, too , aTe conËr-o lled

by powers beyond the possibility of comprehension. Man Ëhen gains

the impression of being at orle with the unknown, an unknown of in-

comprehensible vastriess and supernatural po\.ter. This feeling may

give rise Ëo a spiritual sense--a sense of some undescribable force

which control-s the universe, and which at the same time is part of

us all. All religions have Ëheir o\¡ln explanation of thís feel-ing,

but it can best be experienced through natural interaetion. It is

usually a good feeling, because nature provídes us with a beautiful

world--a world which gives us the freedom to use iË in any l'lay r¡7e

choose. Dubos points out:

Nature should be regarded...as a kind of garden Ëo be
devel-oped according to its or.Jn potentialities, in whieh human
beings become whaË they want to be according to their own
genius. (14) .

The spiriË tempts us to strive for someËhing beyond our-

sel-ves--to face Ëhe challenges which naËure presents Ëo us, and to

challenge our o!ün natural capacities. It may cause a sensation Ëo

well up inside us--perhaps Ëhe stirring of the soul?

VTT. Intellect

The essence of naËure also becomes apparent through

(14) Dubos r op. cit. , p. 2O0.
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intel-lectual sËímulus. Nature provides a perpetual source of study

material for manrs unquenchable thirst for knowledge. Complexities

,of naËure, such as ecological chains or natural order, are bound to

stimulate interest in the pursuit of knowledge and in Ëhe self-

discoveries they reveal. QuesËioning universal attachments enËices

philosophical reflection. The search for a better understanding of

life Ís an endeavor which brings meaning ínto a life of 1éisure.

Adaptíon to Architecture

Manifestation of Naturers Essence

The physical qualiËies of nature are tangible. Their

essence can be manifest architecturally. In turn, manipulation of

the physical characterisËics to create archítectural envirorunents

can stimulate emotional response.

Emulation of nature in built form can provide a new in-

tell-ectual- envíronment. Artificíal expression of the essence of

nature could encourage exploratíon of Ëhe transitions betrveen nature

and architecture. Tn this search could 1ie the key,to inserting the

intellectual essence of nature into architecture.

The spiritual essence, however, is intangíble and cannot be

dealt with through real materials. If a perfect robot were techni-

cally created, would'it have human spirit? Surely this would be the

disËincËion--the soul- of man. Similarily it is unlikely that the
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esseûce of naËural spirit could be instill-ed into artificial objects.

fhe soul cannot be.fool-ed. BuË Frank Lloyd l^iright T^7Tote, r$Ihen man

'builds rnaËuralr buildings naËurally, he builds his very life inËo

them.tt(15). Perhaps an architecËural order based on rratural inter-

action would enanate its ovm spirit.

The accompanying Figure V-l, p.86 outlines some of the

qual-ities which generate the essence of nature, and lists their

potenËia1 in architectural application.

IT. NaËural- Order and Architecture

A. ?lanning Control Versus SponËanietv. Traditíonally, archi-

tecture has been ordered in a manner which displays a high degree

of pre-planníng. The methodical clarity of a building generally

demonstrates systematic preconception of the arrångements of its

parts and of the expression of its presence. It is ordered as a

closed system, which indicates its purposeful response to a specific

problem. The soluËion is an artificial environaent with everything

in its intended place--static, clearly organLzed, and obvíous ín

function. In great works of conventíonal architectlre man has

proven his abilíty to design a needed environmenË and Ëo control

the funcÈions iË houses.

Natural- order, on Ëhe other hand, is far more spontaneous.

Its systems and processes are not planned. Rather, theír developmenË

depends, to a large extent, on environmental conditions at any

(15) F.L. I^Iright, The Líving City, Horizon Press, New York, 1958,
P. 25.
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ESSENCE OF NATURE

NATI]RAL QUALITIES

PHYSICAL: diversity, contrast,
vasËness, change, appeal to
senses, transition, organic
strucËure, spontaniety.

H"ÍOTIONAI: informaliËy,
moodÍness, timelessness,
curiosity.

SPIRITUAL: beauty, universal-
atËachment, striving of soul,
freedom, infinity, supernatural
control.

INTELLECTUAL: self-discovery,
natural order, philosophical
enticemenË, pursuit of knowledge,
complexities.

ARCHITECTURAL POTEMIAL

The physical essence can
be manifested archíËecturall-y.

Manipulatíon of physícal
characterístics ean stimulaËe
emotional Tesponses.

Perhaps architecËure can
emanate íts own spiriË, but
Ëhe essence of natural sPírit
cannot be ínstilled into
artificial objects anymore
than a perfect robot could
become a man. The soul
cannot be fooled.

Artificial expression of the
essence of nature would
establish a ne\,Í inËellectual
environmentr' exploring the
transítions between nature
and architecture.

Figure V-l
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moment as time passes, so they fomr in an evolutionary state. rn_

stead of being designed, nature is ordered as it grorrs. Even the

genetic pattern in a seed is an extension of the spontaneous re-
sponse of a species to environmental condítions, if one accepts

Darwinían Theory. Although this pattern has some control after
germination, the finar- form is still dependent on unpredíctabr_e ex-

ternal forces - Most natural systems are Ëoo complex to comprehend

perfectly. They are often difficur.t to define bécause of their
transitional 1ínks with other dependent systems. Their order is
thus ambiguous to mankind, even if some superior intelligence has

exerted control over their design.

rt may be possible to approach naËura1 order Ëhrough archi-
tecture by lowering the degree of planning control. This does not
advocate providing a completely disordered envirorrnent, but rather
Ëransferring a certain amount of the control of its desígn from the
architect to the actual users of the environment. rnstead of pro-
viding a pre-planned she11 for a preconceíved use, the designer

would provide only a framework within whÍch the'úsèr could shape his
habitat as he responds to sponËaneous conditions that arise in the
course of his personal existence. rn this way, he will be living
more naturally than he could in a conventional architectural sysËem.

conversely, natural sysËems can be re-ordered to approach

the clariËy of control asserted by conventional architecture. This
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night be done by decoratíng arËificial surroundings with natural

objects, such as gardens, flower boxes, or cedar-raLL fences, or

by modífying natural conditions, such as control-ling sunlight and

shadow, or creating views by clearing brush.

On the one hand, it is seen thaË by shifting planning con-

trol of the archit,ecËural- environmenË to the user a person may tend

to become a natural element of the system, able.to respond spon-

taneously to his environment. The architectural order develops as

a function of its users, therefore evolving as a natural- habitat.

On the other hand, natural sysËems can be rearranged to suit pre-

conceived ideals r¿hich aríse from manrs values. natural order

and architecËural order can thus approach each other in their degree

of spontaniety and control. 'üIiËh mergíng orders, the resulËing en-

vironment could be characËerized by interpenetrations between nature

and architecture.

B. Diversitv. A variety of spatial qualitÍes can be ordered

in diverSe r^/ays to create an apparent condiËion r'ri controlled

irregularity: ceiling heíghts can be raised or lowered, floors can

be rvide or narrohr, spaces can be open or enclosed, surfaces can be

coarse or smooth, acousËics can be loud or soft, and everyËhing can

be splashed with colour, or left grey and non-descript. The di-

verse conditions created Ïrithín an environnenË permit a greaËer
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freedom of choice for locaËing leisure pursuits. Rene Dubos has

wriËten: rrsociety should...provide as wide a range of environrnental

,condiËions as practically and safely possible so Ëhat each hr¡man

being can select the experiences most suitable to the devel-opmenË of

hís attribuËes and the prosecution of his goals.tt(16). As in raw

.nature, the spaces could encourage not only a wíde varieËy of leisure

forms to occur within them, but also the creation of nev¡ activities

Éo suit the special qualities of that space.

C. Emotions. Natural order can al-so be approached archi-

tecturalLy through the use of emotional spatial elements which occur

spontaneousl-y and instil-l fascination in a sequence of spaces; sur-

príse, suspense, anticipaËion, curiosiËy, all of which can be emulated

by manipulating physical qualities of nature to creaÈe an emotional

essence ín builË form. The urge of architecËs and planners Ëo sysËem-

ize their plans has erased many of these emotions from the essence

of the built environment, and sterilized the_spaces we exist in.

This process ís severely criticized by A. & P. SmÍËhson:

The slum has gone but we have only to look aË one of Ëhe new
tor,Tns or a recent housing development, to reali-ze to what extent
the spirit of spontaneity has also gone into hiding. ArchitecËs
left no cracks and crevices this time. They expelled all sense
of place. They rvere fearful of the unpremediated event, the
sponËaneous act, unscheduled gaiety or violence, unpredictable
danger round the corner. They made a flat surface of eve::ything
so that no microbes 'could survive the civic vacuum cleaner. To
think Èhat architects are given to talking devotedly about space
while they are actually emasculating it into a void.(17).

(16) R. Dubos - The Crisis of Man in his Environment, printed in
8e11, Tyrwhittr op. cit., p. LB4.

(17) A. & P. Smithson - The Role qf the {rchitecåjn-gomnun'll¿
Building, ptittt"
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The informality of nature encourages the spontaneous acË.

The tangible qualities of rrature, combined to emoËe sponËaneous

feelíngs, liberaËe leisured man to lose himself wiËhÍn a maze of

chance experiences.

III. Organic Interrelatíonships

A. Organic Structure. The organic structure of nature can

be reflected in archiËecture. The interdependencies of spatial

characLerisËics Ëhat sËrucËure a natural environmenË also are

appl-icable in archiËecture: lighting, textures, acoustics, spatía1

dimensioning, colour, enclosure, form, physical structures. These

may all be organically related in builË form. Moshe Safdie has

expl-ained this organic concepË of sËrucËure:

The structure of a building is not just what holds it up;
iË is also the structllre of 1-ight, the structure of aír, Ëhe
structure of the disËribution of services through it, Ëhe
sËrucËure of movenrent, the psychic sËrucËure of human response
to locaËion, identity, and privacy. All these are structure.(18).

The human occupant himself can be parË of Ëhe structure. Frank

Lloyd üTright has saÍd that organic architecËure gives Ëhe human

spirÍt I'appropriate archiËectural forrn."(19). A building rvould at

the serne time continue its organic links back inËo nature, through

Ëransitional stages, so that the sËructure of Ëhe building and the

(18) M. Safdie - Beyond Habitat, Tundra Books, Montreal, L97O,
p. L4B.

(19) I^iright, op. cit. , p. 25.
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6tructure of nature becorne fused, and oPerate as a singl-e organism.

Safdie continues to say:

' I believe that as the man-made environment approaches the per-
fection of the form fulfillment of natural organisms, this separaËion
betr.reen the man-made and the natural will disappear, that v7e as men

v¡íLl be equally fulfilled in eiËher man-made or naLural environments.
(20) .

The buiLding itself could become a geological structure with

naËure being allowed Ëo play her role over it, the building being

bLanketed with a natural- Lanclscape (see Figures V-2 and V-3, p. 92).

The artificÍa1 geological structure, with sPaces for human inËer-

acËion bui1t inËo it (or holLowed out of iË, as in Ëroglodytic divell--

ings) could fuse with ex:'-sting urban structure, thus forming another

transitional 1ink.

B. Transition. A building encouraging interaction wiËh

nature shoul-d be tied into the landscape, jusË as in nature every-

thing is part of everything else. Then an occupant can feel that he

is a parL of nature in transition, rather than existing in a separate

and artificial bubble. I.lhen this transition exists within his living

environment, Ëhen he can choose his personal habitat at che degree of

artificiality or natural-ness Ëhat he desires, sirnply by finding the

right position in the environment.

C. Change. The variety of organic interrelationships should

(20) Safdie, op. cit., p. L47.



FIGURE V-2i

FIGURE V-3:

ARTICULATION OF LANDSCAPE WITH
ARTIFICIAL GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

MAICHISHAN GROTTOES, A BUDDHIST
MONASTARY BUILT iN CHINA AROUND

4OO A, D, (TNO¡/I BUDDH I STS I N NEW

CHINA EDITED BY THE CHINESE
BUDDHIST ASSOCIATION, NATIONALITi ES

ÞUeLISHING HOUSE, PEKING, 1956).
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be subjecË to ecologieal- balance: when one part changes, aLL other

parËs should be modified to adapt to change, assuming a ner¡l state

of equilíbrium. The significance of ecological balance appeared in

Ëhe works of F.L. I,{right many years ago: t\nlhen Ëhe meaning of the

word rorganict dar¿ns within the mind of man, he will- demand integrity

and significance in everythíng he has to live with or that he does

to others."(ZL). Also, a diversity of organic staËes should provide

a freedom of choice of habitation to suit an occúpanËts personal-

needs. Fl-exibility should not only exist in the choíce of location,

but also ín the occupantts ownway of adapÈing Ëo his natural habi-

tat. He hímself, having partial control over the environment, is

thus an elemenË of the organic structure. The system will reacË

dynamically Ëo his influence. If his conditions change, the social

system wÍll evolve anC the structure should reflecË Ëhat evolution.

Herbert has said of architecture, ttAn organic concept...musË be

dynamic and not static; Ëhe ideal of organic unity, Lherefore, is

a process rather than an accomplishmenË."(22). Hence, metamorphosis

will highlight an architecture which reflecËs natural interaction.

The individual- at leisure, for whom change is an essential- criterion

in his daily f-ife, will-, through his role in his habitatrs organic

systems, be affecËing the meËamorphosis. Sensing the reaLity of his

(2L) hTrightr op. ciË., p. 2L5.

(22)' G.B. Herbert , quoËed by Moller r op. cit. , p. 1-16.
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importance to all interconnected things will- give purpose to his

staËe of being, and Ëhat Ëhought will- bring contentmenË to his life

of leisure. says Dubos, rrThe humanness of l-ife depends above all on

the quality of mants relationships Ëo Ëhe rest of creation--to the

winds and the sËars, to the flowers and Ëhe beasts, Ëo smiling and

weepíng humaniËY. " (23) .

(23) Dubosr oP. cit., P. B.
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CHAPTER VÏ

TT]E SELF Aì{D ARCHITECTURT

Search for Self

I. Self-Awareness

tr{hen one finds significance in Ëhe natural environment, and

experiences meaningful- interactions in his social- 1-ife, then he caa

turn to himself in ref lection. Some purpose in life can .be realized

through self-development, and, hence, a fuller leisure life can be

attained.

Exploration of the self can take the aspect of any of four

modes of man: mental, physical, emotional, or spiritual-. The

Leisure pursuiËs which aid in discovery can be in the natural or

social realm, or drvell inside Ëhe man himself in such forms as con-

tempi-ation, corlcentration, calisthenics, or meditation. By pushíng

his potentials in each of the modes beyond capacity, one could

deËermine Ëhe limits of his abil-ities. Then, being a\.dare of Ëhe

po\^rers of his Ëota1 person, he would be prepared to accept the

meaningful challenges of the ouËer world

The taxing of the bodyrs modes for purposeful- ends musL

ensure a self-satisfaction that will bring to the heart an inner

glow in retrospect, especially if we have the freedom to choose

those ends at our leisure. Surely, on looking back on life, we wiLl

be able to justify all occasions when we did our best Ëo cope with

the rvorl-d Ëhrough the total self . On the other hand, we will l¡e
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Ëormented while reminiscing on situations rvhen, despite our leisure,

we conËained our potential for involvemenË and avoided releasing the

true sel-f :

The person who gives up his índividual self and becomes an
automaËon, identicaL with millions of other auËomatons around him,
need noL feel alone and anxious any more. But the price he pays,
however, is high; it is the loss of his se1f.(1-)

Afr ar^/areness of oners capacities enables hím to develop a

sense of uniqueness, because his makeup ís diffeïent fron anyone

el_sets. His singular qualities can be applied to a Tange of or-

iginal or speciaLi-zed activities. For Ëhese involvements he may

gain the respect of his fellows. He definitely will develop self-

esteem, especial-ly if Èhose activities \dere non-obligaËory.

II. Self-Acceptance

The man aË leisure who has developed his self-awareness

wíl-l better understand Ëhe effects of Ëhe environmenË on hím, and

wili- appreciate Ëhe inËeraction of hÍs person wiËh the environrnent.

He wilL tend to be in control of his reactions, raËher Ëhan respond-

ing automatically with pre-prograruned paÈËerns implanted by society

or nature. ïf a situation demands abilities beyond his own po-

Lential, Ëhen he must rely on assistance from others. But the

decisions of whom he needs, and of what, he needs them for' are

strictly hís own, and he bears respollsibility for the results. In

(1) E. Fronrn - op. cit. , P. 209.
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this way he maintains his sense of independence, and, as Erich Frornm

points out, can cope with accePËance of his trseparatenesstr frorn all

men. (2) 
"

An inner peace may seËtl-e on the man at leisure who can

accept himself. Too many peoPle try to emulate someone e1-se, or an

ídeal-. E.E. Cunmíngs has saíd that Ëo be yourself , in a world which

is trying, day and night, to make you everyone e1se, is the hardest

battle anyone can fight. Awareness of self wilL always, however,

evolve from the individualts rel-ation to society and l-inks with

naËure, but in a marurer Ëhat reveals his uniqueness, rather than his

subjugation.

The man at leisure must always be prepared to revise his

sel-f-image, since nature and society are in a sLate of flux. His

sense of self shoul-d evolve as his envirorrnent changes in dynamic

equilibriurn. A1-so, he should strive to improve himself as he gains

a deeper a\,vareness of his Ërue being. Otherwise, he may be sacri-

ficing routes to a more meaningful existence.

Self-discovery can cerËainly help fulfil1 leisure activiËy.

Butrat times the self must be accepted Per se, and a man must face

the world wíth whaË he is. Rather ihan rlearningt about the self ,

he will rexperiencer the sel-f--sensing the satisfaction of self-

expression, and dwelling on Ëhe significance of his actions instead

(2) Ibid., p. 1-61.
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of his internal devel-opments. Hís l-eisure wil-l assume an ultimaËe

meaning--that of rlivingt 1ife.

Habítat and Sel-f -Choice

T- Control of EnvironmenË

Many authors have expounded Ëhe need for more individual

control of the design and construction of the environment. Here

are sone examPles:

tr^Ie must design Ëhe habitaË only Ëo Èhe point at whi.ch man

can take over. üle must provide a framework in which man can

again be master of his horne. (3).

However sophisticated urbanmants conrnon sense and accumulated
everyday knowledge may be--and the pressure of fatefulness en-

"or.rrãg"ã 
in him greater sophisticaËion and self -consciousness all

the time--he remàíns impotent to significantly change Ëhe human

environment of the city to suiË himself. (4).

Buildings that meet fluctuating patterns of experience wil-l- be

necessary aÃd perhaps, above all, buildings r^7ith rvhich the users
can reallY interact.(5) .

AparË from detached homes, most exisËing housing permiËs

very littl_e individual- choice in the strucËure of Ëhe environrnen't.

It aij_ows a person to select and rearrange furniture and decorations.

only rarely can finishes be changed. The only other choice provided

(3) G. Candilis - quored ín G. 8e11, J. Tyrwhitt (ed.) - Human

Identity in the urban Environment, Penguin Books T,Cd. 
'

ifartnondsworth, Eng., 1972, P. 384.

(4) J. HeLmer, N.A. Eddington (ed.) - urbanman, The Free Press,
New York, \973, P. xi.

(5) D.V. Canter - The Place of Architectural Psvchology, Paper,
Architectural- Psychology Conference'
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ís ín minor functional conËrols, such as the temperature or lighting.

Even single fanily homes on city lots are difficult Ëo rearrange to

suit the userrs needs. They are generaLl-y constructed as closed

systems; setbacks limit Lheir extension; established conrnuniËy norms

control- Ëheír exËerior appearance. Internally, spaces are generally

expl-ÍciËly defined in funcËion by PermanenË room divisions.

In light of the leisure cul-ture, extended user controls

uright encouïage more meaningful- interaction T^lith; and adaptation to,

the built environment. Choice could extend int,o the realms of social

and natural ínteraction, as wel-1 as permitting self-discovery and

self-expression. The man at leisure would have tíme and money Ëo

devote to hís enLerprise, as well as Ëhe staEe cf mind to desire to

model a habitaË complemenLing his.relation to the worl"d and to employ

his personal resources to a maximum in constructing iË. Said Frazier

in ![a]-den II:

Therers a certain satisfaction in building your oivn living
quarters. A sort of nesting instinct. IË has become part of the
process 

1f 
being in love in Walden II. (6)

II. New Thinking

Extension of user controls would require new Ëhinking in Ëhe

provÍsion of housing. The structure of a building would have Ëo al1ow

more scope and fl-exibiliËy for user conËrol-s. This requires a

(6) B.F. Skinner: op. ciË., P. 76.
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redefinition of how much an architect should design, and what should

be left to the choice of the inhabitants. A redefinition is al-so

reguired for user choice versus management conËro1s. Problems may

arise when a net^7 tenant moves into a suiLe previously personaLLzed

by Ëhe outgoing occupant. Is a wal1 damaged when iË is painted, or

when it has a hole cut in it, or \n7hen it is removed and Ëhrown out--

or never? If a living unit is extended beyond its original space,

how will this affecË Ëhe neighbours? And, if spãce is increased,

does the rent change? This is only a sampling of managerial and

financial questions which could arise. Hàwever, expLoraËions in

these fields have already been made in a number of European housing

experiments, and the answers are not as complicated as they might

be anticipated to be.

Nerv Ëhinking will also be required from a user. An apart-

menË unit will noË be perceived as a number of rooms, but as a

totàl space packåge which is to be shaped to suit the user himsel-f.

At the same tj:ne as he Ís redefining his relation to his aPartmenË,

he mãy h¿ive to change his social expectaËions. Does he really

hTant to barricade himself off from his neighbours? Should family

space be sacrificed for conununal space? tr{il1 an extensÍon block

off sunshine from a neighbourrs room? The user musË be aware thaË

there are other Ëenants around him who have Ëheir own needs and

lifestyles. There are a number of facËors whích could lessen
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these probl-ems:

- dependency on a more sophÍsticated social interaction within a

,Leisure society (L. Festinger, a sociologist, has shown that in-

creasing the frequency of informal contact increases the chances of

friendship Ëies forrning). (7) .

establishmenË of rules to define whaË a user can or cannot do

in rel-ation to his neighbours.

- encouragemerit of users Ëo choose Ëheir habítat among people who

have conunon inÈeresËs and attiËudes.

- development of a new housing form r^rhich, through its strucÈure,

wil-l a11ow maximun rrser control with minimum adverse affects upon

neighbours. Most European housing which allows greaËer user con-

trol is purel-y a variation of exisËing housing forms. Their struc-

ture has noË been invented wiËh user choice and social interaction

in mind.

III. fnternal Controls

AparË from rearranging furniËure and changing wal1 finishes,

there are a number of controls over the internal family dwelling

which could be delegaËed to the user.

A. ParËitions. Fl-exibl-e partitioning gives the occuPant the

will, and even if hefeeling ËhaË he cå.n rearrange his spaces at

L. Festinger, S. Schachter,
rnformal GrouPs, sËanford

K. Back - Social Pressures in
University Press, 1950.

(7)
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never exercises that choice afLer moving ín, Ít is reassuring to know

it is possible. Either a parËition system can be provided with the

'aparËment, or the occupant could be left Èo hís own inventíons" In

Sweden it has been found that there is a tendency Ëowards open

planning when partiËioning can change. (B).

An apartment building at Montereau, near Paris, designed by

Luc and Xavier Arsene-Henri, has a Partition system which works on

a 900 mn. grid. It has a central service core, Ï¡ith plug-in bath-

room and kítchen. Electrical outlets are províded on mul-lions

around the perimeter. The user plans hís flat under the guidance

of Ëhe architect, and the grid is easily understood. The resulting

plans, incidenËal1-y, rvould never be saËisfactory to architecËs, but

certainly please the occupants.

B. Mechanical- Svstems. Choice of placement of mechanicaL

sysËems, such as plumbing, sËove wiring, or ventil-ation, Ëo liberate

the l-ocations of kitchen facilities or bathrooms is difficult to

provide: and r¿oul-d require a certaín degree of skill in the user.

The choíce can be feasible if managemenË provided a team of tech-

nicians to work these changes. However, iË would seem rrore rea-

sonable Ëo provide these facilities as core fixtures, unless tech-

nological advances are made in the design of plug-in kitchens and

(B) Housigg Flexibilitv -
Nov., 1973, p. 7O9

article from@,
- A. Rabeneck, D. Sheppard, P. Tcwn.
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bathrooms, making those rooms as nobile within the drvelling as any

piece of furnlËure.

' C. Height. A person who is free to plan his own dwell-ing

may, íf he aspires to a more creative solution, experimenË in the

tbírd dimension. He may wish to raise a floor, put a bed above a

. desk, or have a cosy gallery overlooking his living room. Higher

ceilings would faciLitate this endeavor. The range of possibilities

for layout design increases greatly rvhen the height dímensíon is

cons idered.

D. External F4cades. If exËernal facades could be altered,

a resident r^rould have the choice of self-expression of his position

within a structure. Here, though, he is beginning to play with the

interests of neighbours. For example, a resident of the Royal-

Crescent in Bath, Englancl, puË bright ye1Low cùrtains on her living

room windows. A group of fell-ow residents of the crescenË Ëook her

to court (alËhough unsuccessfully) because they felt the colour

detracted from the overall appearance of the facade, which they all

had a share in (see figure VI-L, p. 104 ).

E. Extension. Housi.ng can be extended spatially to furËher

increase user choice. This can be done by adding to the fronË or

back, or by buil-ding on the roof . This type of extensíon would

f.ikely be permanent', unless a simple component system vras employed.

Again, the rights of neighbours must be considered. An exÉension
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nay block off someoners view, or conflict wiËh the nexË-door neigh-

bourrs plans for extension. SkjeËton, a Ëownhouse project near Oslo,

Norway, desígned by Eric Hultberg, permits this type of flexibility

(see Figure VI-2, p.104 ). It ís designed on a Ëhree-metre grid, and

can be extended front or back by a grid 1-ength. The roof can be

builË on, but there are rules which prevent blocking of sunlight to

neighbours. External facades are personaLLzabLe and moveable, so can

be reused when an extension is builË. People ""o "hoo"e 
their windows

and col-ours from a conËrolled supply (colours can vary from house to

house, but blend we1-1- togeËher because of the limited selection a1low-

ed). InËernally, partitions can be changed. A1l- wiring Ís exposed

to facilitate change. It is even possíble Ëo t'emove a floor to form

a cleresËory. A certain amount, of faith ín the skills of occupanËs

must be all-owed, but perhaps architecËs misinterpret Ëhe abil-iËies of

peo.ple to construcË their environmenË. In Sweden, before Ëhe Second

tr^lorl-d Inlar, there Ì,7as a plan to provide materials and land, and leË

people build their own homes. Some r¡Jere actuail-y done as ro\^7 houses ,

so a co-operative efforË $ras necessary. Most of the homes buÍlt then

stil1 look like nerv, and one wonders if users would do a beËter job

than buil-ders because of the care and attenËion they would put inËo

their own homes. The editor of SheLter has boldly sËated his belief

in the abil-ities of Ëhe contrnon man:
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I^Ie are trying to subvert the buil-ding
form. The efiect of its dehumanizing and

profound on the national psyche. I{e are
lh"t *. dontt have the special abilities

indusËry in its Present
impersonal structure ís

conditioned to believe
Ëo do Ëhings for our-

sel-ves. (9) .

Christopher Alexander has proposed a housing type which

would allow maximum internaL choice. There would simply be |tpodstr--

p1-ots of artificial land onwhich a user could do whatever he wished,

includinghavingacorrtracLorbui].dhimahouse,orpitchingaËent.

The solutionwould be Limited only by the boundaries of Ëhe pod'(10)'

F. Adaptabilitv. A further way of designing for usersl

choice in housing is to make dwelling spaces adaptabl-e to differenË

uses.oneroommightthenfunctionasabedroomordiningroomor

study, depending on the occupanLts needs. The freedorn of adaptable

housing is referred to as ttoccupanË choice through arnbiguityrr by

some British rvriters.(11). Semi-open pLanning facil-itaLes this

approach--a central space wiËh nooks opening on iË could absorb any

or al-l- of those nooks Ëo allow different possibiliLies of use'

IV. Sel-f-Built ExamPles

There are numerous examples of self-built, detached homes

which display not only the occupant'ts p1-anning and consËrucËion

abilities, buË also his creative talents. A professor who lives

Kahn (ed.) - shelter, shelter Publications, Bolinas, caLif.,
L973, p. LO7 .

Alexander - The city as a Mechanism for sustaining Human

ConËact, from Helmer & Eddington, oP. cit., p. 263"

Rabenêck, D. Sheppard, P. Town - Housing - Flexibilitv/
AdaptabiliËy, article from Architecture Desígn, Feb., L974.

(e) L.

(10) c.

(11) A.
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ín Albuquerque, New Mexico, has been building his adobe house over

the past 19 years, adding to it as necessary. It now spreads ai-1-

over his lot ín a curvíng pattern, wiËh countless rooms of all

shapes and sizes, including a ball room and conservatory. In

British Colurnbia, a ::eËired shopkeePer, with no woodworking experi-

ence, has built an enormous studio without nails or screws (see

Figure VI-3, p. 104 ). Every surface ís curvil-inear, with hardly a

straight line in the place.(LZ). These acts of skill and creaËivity

are not confined to specially talented people. Many Canadians have

built recreation rooms in their basements--the only part of the

house which permits a high degree of user control--and have done a

respectable job

Another project worthy of note is Herman Hertzbergerts

experimental- housing aË De1ft. Homes are comPosed of platforms

builË around a service core and a stair Ëower, wiËh a half-storey

difference between adjacent platforms(see Figure VI-V, p.108).

The use of each platform is determined by the occupanLs r and the

hal-f -storey changes permit greater possibilities of 'relationships

between spaces, and flexibiliËy in zoning acËívities. If

HerËzberger could combine this form of housing with hís concePts of

office l-andscaping (involving platforms and brÍdges on a Ëartan gríd

wnacn prov:.des " ,r.tì"t, of spatiaL arrangements, three-dimensional

(LZ) P. Hanson - Something More than a trIorkshop, article in
The Vancouver Sun, Sept. 27, L975, p. 28.
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FIGURE V1-4
OFFICE LANDSCAPING AT

CENTRAAL BEHEER

FIGURE.V1.5
I NTERNAL ARRANGEMENT OF
HOUS I NG AT DELFT
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interrel-ationships, zoning of privaËe, semi-private, and commnal

areas, and a sense of cormnunity (see Figure V!'4, P.l-08) ) then he

might rea1-ize a structure which provides self-choice for the

corum.rnity as well as the individual tenant. It viould be a struc-

tural innovation, specifically suiËed to user control, and per-

miËtíng a high degree of possibilítíes for ínËernal (within a

dwelling unit) flexibility, external metamorphosis, and comnrnity

interaction.

V. ExËernal Controls

User controls do not have to sËop aË Ëhe boundaries of the

individual dwe1ling. External-ly, much choice can be permitËed.

In a leisure environment, where people may develop a personal style

of relaËing to society and nature, and where conditions musË change

so frequenËly, this freedom of choice beyond the dwelling is

essenËia1.

A. Location. People normally have the choice of v'zhere within

a munícipaLity they want Ëo live. But, once Ëhey selecË a specifíc

neighbourhood, their choice is limited by vacancies open and by

the availability of dwellings which.suit their farnilyrs needs. A

risk must be taken on what Ëhe neighbours will be like. The in-

stiËuËions which exist must be accepËed. Choice is further re-

duced by the homogeniety of types of housing found in most modern

neighbourhoods.
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I{ould iË not be advantageous to be abl-e Ëo choose the

qua1ity of environnent one wishes ivithin a particular neighbourhood?

This might be feasibl-e if transiËions between coritrasËing environ-

mental conditions crossed the community. If Ëransítional sËates

occur prependicul-arly to each other, a lattice of varying habiËats

can be provided for the prospective residenËsr choosing. Types of

environment normally zoned over a large area betrveen Ëown and

country can al-l be simul-ated within a single neighbourhood by, for

exanpl-e, crossing the transiËional- conditions between natural- and

artíficial habitats with Ëhe conditions beËween conanunity and

privacy.

If, as discussed in chapter IV, a hierarchy of cormnuníties

\n/ere established \,rithin a neighbourhood' a ïLe\,Vcomer could examine

the varying tastes and inËeresËs of dífferent dwelling groups.

The distincËive character of each r¿ould be more readíly evidenË,

and its rel-ationship to the total neighbourhood apparent. Each

connnunity group would have a ttnique set of insËitutíons associated

with it, providing choice at any parËicular hierarchical- 1eve1.

At the smaller conrnunity l-evels, the aËtiËudes of the occupafits

themselves can likely be gleaned from the physical encl-osures they

construcL, from the relationships of those construcËions Ëo each

o¿her, from persona'l errbellishment,s added to decoraËe their living

spaces, and from the quality and quantity of social activiËy
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sponsored by the cormsuníties they are associaËed with. If each in-

dividuaL is truely an organic element of a healËhy social sysËem,

then the system (and its conËainer) should reflect his aËËitudes.

At Larger corununity levels the atËitudes displayed will be general.

AË smaller conununity levels the aËtitudes wiLl be demonsËrated more

specifically. After a neT¡Tcomer moves in, the order may adapt Lo

refl-ect his traits and interesËs

B. Tra+sposition. If a neighbourhood has the plasËicity to

all-ow meËamorphosis of its conËents, then a vacancy could be trans-

posed to a different location, al-lowing newcomers to select their

posiËion regardless of where previous tenants !7ere situated. If

this process were left to occur naturally, it woul-d be slow, and

perhaps the new tenant would.find his location shifting for awhile

after he moves in until it adjusËs to his (and his neighbourst)

liking. On the other hand, the process could be speeded by purpose-

ful' shuff ling by management or comunity groups. Yona Friedman has

spoken of the technological possibilities of forcasting and guiding

changes in the makeup of a conununiËy, Proposing â-rt!"arningr feed-

back mechanism to keep everyone informed of the consequences to the

whole conrnunity of each individual choíce within Ëhe repertory."(13).

In any case, mosË residents would have to be willing to

accept revision and adjustment as Part of 1ife. For Èhe process

(13)' N. Cross
L972,

- Design ParËicipation, Academy EdiËions, T,ondon,
p. L2.
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to be feasibl-e iË must allow each tenanË

each Lime an adjustmenL is made, and the

cil-itate changes "

C. Choice af-Xg-fChoice of Neighbours. Ars. At a l-arger scale, choice of locaËion

would be strongly infl-uenced by funcËiona1 conËents. But ín smal-ler-

scale conrrunities social rel-ationships should Lake precedent. ctroice

of neíghbours would make l-j-fe smoother, particularly in the sociable

atmosphere of a leisure envírorrment. If the population is compacted

Ëo increase density ín a smaller area' then chances for informal con-

tacË are increased. As peopl-e meeË other people whom Ëhey like' they

could shifË Ëheir posiËion within a metamorphic system to ímprove

communication with friends, and Ëo reorganize into cournunity groups

withpeopleofcommoninteresËs.Evenwithoutshiftingposition,a

tenant could re-orient his social focus from one group of neighbours

to an adjacent grouP vrhich he may find more l-ikeable'

There could be a choice of determining one¡s relatíonship to

neighbours in physical terms. lnstead of everyone shuËting themselves

into i-ittl-e boxes, some may wish to maintain a more open re1-ationship'

perhaps it is not necessary to place a wa1l between two neíghboursl

living rooms. Maybe Ëwo families with babíes could keep the infanËs

inasinglesharedroom'likeanulsery.TsourconcepËofthousel

real-i-y so ingrained in us that we cannoË consíder Lhese possibilities?

At least every individual- is free to make his own choicet everl if he

Eo improve his own conditions

physical sËructure must fa-
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sËicks to traditional- styles. The designer can be conËent that he

has not imposed a particular lifesÈyle Ëhrough his architectural

forms. "I would noË like to incite the designing of uLopias if

Ëhis were to work towards Ëhe narrowing down of individual choicesrt'

lrrote de Jouvenel. (14)

. To provide furËher choice in external relations inËeraction

could occur in Ëhree dimensions. If living spaces Trere surrounded

by other spaces a half-storey up and down, then the possibilities

for choice would increase logarithmically. The potenËial- for ex-

ternal flexibility of the drvelling is enormously enhanced. Since

Ëhe number of adjacent neighbours can be higher there is great,er

diversity in Ëhe selection of and the relationships wiËh them. In-

stead of a neighbour on either side and another across Ëhe ha11, as

in typícal apartments, there could be six or seúen neighbours: up

or down to one side, up or down to the other, or even under and

over from the front. An occupant would have control over how he

would relaËe to each one. If he \,vants to shut himself away from

them all, Ëhat is his privilege, too

D. Liberated Boundaries. In such a three-dimensional struc-

ture, it would be possible to trade spaces with neighbours. If a

(14) B. De Jouvenel'-
Tyrwhítt, op.

Utopia for Practical Purposes, from Be11 &
cit., p. L66.
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tenant needed exËra space, he could wait until a neighbour moved ouË,

and absorb some of Lhe vacated space. The external boundaries of a

dwelling are therefore liberat,ed. N.J. Habracken has proposed such

a system in which the designer conËrols only the support structure'

and the user can place his own dwelling within it. The support

structure ís a ribbon of artificial 1and, with service cores and

stair towers spread along beside it. The use of, the support is not

defined. It does not have to contain only housing. Habrackents

concepts have been seriously considered ín a number of projects,

most notably PSSTÌAK, an efforÉ of the GreaËer London Council (see

Figure VT-7.' p.114). Basically, apartments are built with an exËra

room between them. This extra room can be joined to either apart-

ment, or to boËh, permitËing a number of variations of apartment

types. However, the building is otherwise a conveniional wa1-k-up,

and its two-dimensional- nature limit,s the configurations to inLer-

action with on1-y two neighbours: Ëo the left and /or to the right.

The apartments at the ends of the building only have one choice

(but aË least they have that). Its designers have comrnented on

planning for a process of living, rather than a specific PaËtern:

"Therefore, as architects, we are not occupied with designing

dwellings, but wíth designing the possibilities for dwellings to

be made.t'(15).

N. Hamdi, N. Wílkinson,
RIBA Journal, Oct.,

- PSSHAK, article from
436.

J. Evans
L97L, p.

( ls)
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E.,InËeractionwitirCommunitvTerrítorv.Externalchoicecan

al_so involve interacËion with communal groups. IË could be possible

"to make Ërade-offs beËween family space and con¡nunal space, depend-

ingonwhichismoreimportanttotheresidents.Forexample,child-

ren from a mtnber of families could share a p1-ay-space' or each

famil-ycouldhaveaplayroom.TtisconceivablethaËagroupof

familiesmightwishtosharecookingandeating.orarecreation

room which is never used could be absorbed into someoners living

room.InsomecrowdedMediterraneancitiesitiSrrotunusualËo

see someone move a Ëelevísion and some easy chairs out onto the

sËreet on a hoË evening. Neighbours can gather around and waËch'

too.AnotherexampleofasharedlifestyleisaDanishdesignfor

a compeËiËion (TaeË t av) in which residents have chosen Ëo open

their aparËmenËs to each other (see Figure vI-6; P.114). Living

rooms open discreetly onËo interior conrnunal spaces' There is a

gradual spaËia1- transition from public Ëo private' The only locks

are on the ouËside of the building. Presurnably, the residents

know each other very well- before moving in' (16)

InanotherDanishproject,FarnhamMidPundt,corridorshave

been widened to serve as streets (see Figure VI-8, P'114)' Off

these streets are generous GolItnunal spaces, the use of which is left

to be determined by the residents themselves. Unfortunately, the

N. MerrYweather,
article from

S. Rayner - Danish Collective Housingr---
ArchiËecture Des'igr, Dec. 11, L973, p' 692'(16)
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streets are fonned of brutal concrete, Ëhey are poorly lit, and

are not suited for human experience. But at least the idea of en-

couraging groups of famil-ies to form theír own social instítutions

was tried.

Moshe safdie has experimented with spaces which are adap-

table to differing s ízes of social activities. He ca1ls his concepË

a trspace-makeï", and has applied it in the design of a student

union building for San Francisco State University and for a pLaza

around the waíling wa1l in Jerusalem. Applying his ideas to housing,

conrnunal spaces could become adaptable to uses on varying levels of

community. One space could be used for a party for a larger com-

munity one day, and break down to serve as a number of recreation

spaces for smaller coilrrnunities the next. Said Safdje of the i^lailing

I^Iall project, rtFor me this problem became how to creaËe a place where

ten people can pray, three thousand can celebïate, and fifty thousand

can demonstrate. tt(17) .

F-,. A Personal Environment for Leisure. A. housing strucËure

which gives the user all the choices previously outlined would

enable hím to control his personal needs and social acËivities. He

could fashion his own lifesËyle within, tempeled only by the presence

of his neighbours, \^7ho could be close friends. If choice of life-

style wíËhin the home could be combined with freedom of selection of

(17) M. Safdie - For Everyone a Garden, M.I.T.
Mass. , L974, p. 322.

¡.
tì:

Press, Cambridge,
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occupation, then a true leisure could be realized' This dream

would cerËain1y not be for everyone. In fact, many people would

be willing to establish themselves wíthin a conventional communiËy

and accept the neighbours who happen to be there. But for those

who recognLze t:he potentials of such a conËrollable system' it

could enable Ëhem to shape their personal utopias. If one can

express himself so truely in the formation of his home environ-

ment, then his leisure has shown him meaning via the discovery of

self.
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CHAPTER VÏÏ

A TÐUSTNG SYSTEM FOR A LEIST]RE ENVIRONMEI{r

ffte éYg.!-e*.

The feasibility of a leisure cultuÏe o\{es its credibility

partly Ëo the advancemenË of auËomaËion and technical production.

To build an envirorunent for leisure iË would be wise Ëo accept

the state of the art of the more advanced construction technology

applied in the housing fiel-d today. If factory production could

be applied to a simple tkiË of parËs I , Lhen a very efficient system

could be developecl. Tf a complete neighbourhood is to be buílt,

then Ëhere will be more than enough repetition of components to

justify the economy of systems building. The main trick is Ëo

minimize the number of parts ín Ëhe kit, while aË the same time

maxímizing Ëhe potential of the kit to form a variety of diverse

sPaces.

Building sysËematically wil-1 símplify the co-ordination

of the support system wiËh user controls in a semi-self-built

environment. Sub-sysËems and suPer-systems cah'be identified as

independenË from the main structural sysËem wiËh the control of

each beíng specif ical-1-y designated'to the architect or user. YeË,

at the same time, all systems can be designed to harmonize with

each other in their function and joinery

If the system gained acceptance, it could be used in a

number of projects. Different condítions could be met by varying
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FIGURE V11-1
PLATFORMS
SUSPENDED IN
SPACE

FIGURE VTI-2
COLUMNS OF
STRUCTURAL BLOC K

SUPPORT I NG

PLATFORMS
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the configurations of components. Also, ín widely contrastíng

applications, the structural system could be used whil-e oËher

systems (such as the skin) are redesigned.

SËructure

The basic system is composed of the few structural com-

ponent Ëypes. To visualize the system, think of a 1atge space in

which platforms of various sizes are suspended at varying levels

(see Figure VII-I, p.120 ). Into this space can be moved a pop-

ulation" People can select the plaËforms they want and build

their homes on them.

The platforms are actual-ly supported on sËructural blocks.

These blocks are piled on top of each other to form columns, and

themsel-ves enclose usable space (see Fígure VII-2, Ít,t2O). The

space wiLhin them has more of a sense of closure than the spaces

among the plaËforms. The blocks also have vertical mechanical

duct,s built into them.

' The whole space is enclosed by a skín. Part of the roof

is usable as an extension of Ëhe ground, and parË is skylighting.

Bet\,Jeen a platform and an ailjacent one is a half -storey

difference. The blocks are in-between at quarter-storey levels.

This vertical arrangement permits interconnections to occur be-

t$reen spaces three-dÍmensionally, thereby increasing the potential
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for forming different shaped suites and maximizíng the choice of

relaËing to neighbours.

, In some other housing systems, complete dwelling units can

be prefabricated within a single box or tvro. In the proposed

System, however, SPaceS are SmalLer, and Are sized to acCOnrnodate

acËiviËy areas, raËher than complete homes. Not only are Ëhe Parts

more manageable during construction, buË also a varieÈy of uniËs

can be formed frorn different coinbinations of platforms. The ex-

Ëerna1 límits of a dwelling are liberated, and could even be left

open, depending on the neighbours. The lfunits can increase, d"-

crease, or transform, depending on usersf needs. The family ís

thus noË conf ined by a ttlitËle boxrr.

Grid

I. Criteria

Certain criteria must be established for the c-trganizatíon

of the housing system in p1an. Since dwellings may be fasi-rioned

in an unpredictable anci random manner, the layout of platforms

should at least counteract with a sense of control. This is

accompl-ished by ordering all planning on a strict grid.

The prime criteria for the design of the grid is its

ability to acconmodàte a hierarchy of social interactions rvhÍch

encourages the formation of conrnunities and Ëheir associated in-

stitutions and sPiriË
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Minimum disrensions must be defined for usabl-e sPace and for

circulation networks. These dimensions, when compounded and com-

bined, must also be appropriate for activities in larger connnunÍty

precincts. Betr¿een platforms, headroom above stairs must be allowed

for. Tt should be possible, within the grid, to zorre relaËed ac-

tivities. The shape of platforms, determined by grid lines, should

permit a maximum of variation of use, but wiËh a minimum of differ-

ent plaËform types to keep Ëhe system simple. A componerlË may have

a fairly complex shape and strucËure because it will be repeated

many times. But complicaËíng the number of types of comporienLs

would counËeract Ëhe advantages of mass production.

The grid should be rectilinear, Ëo complement the fabric

of most of our ciËies. But ËhaË does not imply a regular grid.

Tartan grids permit control of far greater diversity. Sometimes

grids overlapping other grids enable desirable characËeristics of

both to function simultaneously.

II. Superímposing Grids

Figure VII-3, p.I24 shows a plan adopted by Moshe Safdie

for the design of a habitaË for New York City. It has been laid

out on a square grid, with the corners of every second sguare

Ëruncated to form octagons. This forms t$7o types of units. Type

rBt is a structural box, formed by the truncated squares.
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Type rAr is the larger space suspended beËween the type rBt units.

Each successive type rAr unit varies in elevation by half a sËorey,

wiËh a transition space between Ëhem. This transition space is

actually def ined by a secondary grid overl-aying the squares. It

del-ineates the truncaËed coTners. In section, the transitíon space

is triangular, to permit stacking, with the angle determined by the

slope of a stair. Into this awkward shape Safdie has pláced rather

neaLly designed builË-ins.

The dwelling units formed work very rvell ín plan, but are

suiËable only for bachelor or one-bedroom units. As soon as an

attempt is made Ëo a.ld a second bedroom, a problem becomes evident

within the grid. The bedrooms must occur on opposite sides of Ëhe

main living space. It might be possible to Put a corridor between,

but cerËainly the grid lacks the potential to zone similar functions.

It is difficul-t Ëo plan it for a parentts area and a childrenrs

area, or an activity zone and a sleeping zone.

The problem has been remedied in another project by Herman

Hertzberger (see Figure VII-4, p. L24) " It is an office building

calLed Centraal Beheer, in Apeldoorn, The NeËherlands. An in-

teresËing Ëartan grid has been employed Ëo facilitate office land-

scaping. There is a narrow circulation grid runníng throughout the

building. At the cÒrners of each intersection are four boxes which

are suitable for small offices, open to Ëhe circulaËion space, and
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overlooking the left-over space which is general-ly a void. This

void gives an airiness to the layout, and enables visual contacË

between floors. The circuLation grid actually forms bridges where

it crosses between voids. hrhere larger offices are required, the

void is fil-led in with floor space. Although the plan is intended

for off ice use, it could also be used for residential LgngÊ-caplrlg-,

a good phrase for conceptualizing an interactive leisure habitat.

Hertzbergerrs grid would require modificatíon to function physically

in the third dimension. However, iËs strength ís Safdiers weakness:

the capacity for zoníng. AË any inËersection can be up to four re-

laËed actívities.

Let us Trolv superimpose Hertzbergerts circulation grid onto

Safdiets New York grid (see Figure VII-5, p.L26). A square of

circulaËion will surround one of Safdiels tAr units, and four rBt

units. Each intersecËion of the circulation grid thus is in between

four tBt units, which can become a zorLe of related activities. The

gríd which forms Safdiers zone of transiÈion divides the circulation

grid. These divisions can become extra 1evel changes. I{here

Hertzbetgerrs íntersections and bridges would be are formed new

platforms. Instead of the corner offices are the structural boxes

of Safdiets design.. Although the corners aïe open they are not

truncated. Rather, Ëhey are kept square to permit choice of access

from two directions.
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The super-imposition has thus described three types of

pl-aËforms, rather than Safdiers one, wiËh enclosed structural-

blocks at the corners of each which have the potential for zoning.

The bLocks are dimensioned to be suiËable for use as

personal spaces, like a bedroom or sËudy, or other single-person

functions, such as a kitchen. The large p1-atforms would be besË

suited to family functions, as in SafdÍets p1an. The smal1 cruci-

form platforms, or rlinkst, (Hertzbergerts intersections) would be

prirnarily for interconnecting the zoned boxes, while the elongat,ed

plaËforms (the bridges) would be in , Oo"rrron of Ëransítion be-

t\¡7een family acËivíty and personal spaces. These rintermediatet

platforms likely seïve as a circulation node for a family dwelling,

and could contain useful activity spaces as well, especially when

family activities requiring smaller areas are required.

InsLead of having angular spaces at Safdiers zones of

trànsition, this area will be left open as voids. A void can be

fil-led using eiËher a component sËair or floor sections, depending

on the wh;ms of the user (see Figure VII-6 , p. LZd, & Figure VII-7,

p. 1-30 ). In this way the area of a platform can be increased by

extending it into the void. The void could also be left open lvith

only a railing. This would give a ner^7 sense of space to housing,

and give meaning to the concept of residential landscaping if it

replaces parËy wal1s. Through the void, a plaËform can be connected
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to an adjacenË one by going either up or down, or both, truly

accon¡nodating three-dimensional interaction and choice.

Auxiliarv Svstems and Sub-Systems

I. Space Division

To facilitate the division of space a partition system has

been developed (see Figure VII-8, p.132). If an occupant wishes

to use his ovm constructions to develop his space, that should be

his option, but the partition sysËem will make ,the layout of oners

territory quick and simple, and co-ordinate the appearance of

community areas.

Platforms can each be sub-divided in a number of !'Jays on

a partiËion grid of approximately one metre (see Figure VII-9,

p.l-33). The structural blocks will accept partiËions only in a

band around their perimeter, for the purpose of forrning corridors

or storage spaces. The boxes are too sma1l Ëo sub-divicle into

habitable spaces.

The partition system is composed of panels .and columns.

There are smal1 holes on a one-metre grid on the fl-oor, and chan-

nels on an equivalent grid in the ceiling. Columns can be placed

anlnuhere on the grid at one metre spacings, and the panels are

snapped in between.' The panels can be ful1, ha1f, or quarter

height. They can be opaque or transparent, be replaced by a
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railíng or left vacant. Panels with doors or venËilaËors in them

are also provided. space beËween columns can also be filled with a

closet or storage cabinet.

Panels are light enough to be carried easily by two people.

To improve the acoustic quality betr¿een the enclosed boxes and the

more open acËiviËy areas Ëhe parËiËion grÍd has been laid out to

alloiv a double layer of panels between them.

The channels in the ceiling can be wired by the user. AË

intersections, sockets for electric lights may be hung. col-unms

can have an optional electrical outlet on them, rvired from Ëhe

channels above.

The auxiliary system for the extension of plaËforms has

already been mentioned. By expanding into eaéh of its voids, the

area of a platform may be increased by over fifty percent. This

also gives greater possibiliËies for subdivisions. The accompany-

ing Figure VII-10, p.134 & Figure VII-ll, p,I34, illusrrare some

alternatives. The componenË parts which fill in Ëhe voids come in

sections approximately half a metre wide. The narrowest voids are

sized to accept two stair:ways--one up and one dor¡n.

II. Core Fací1itíes

There are core fixtures which are custom-Located throughout

the structural grid. A family v¡i1l form its dwelling around these

fixtures. They musË have at leasË one of each of kitchens,
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bathrooms, and rear exits (see Figure v:I].-Lz, p.134)" Kitchens

havebeenpl-acedinsidethesËructura]-blocks.Althoughafew

steps are required to reach adjacent platforms ' the choice of

entry is optional, allowing an eating area to be locaËed freely

outside Ëhe kiËchen. The kitchen does noË have to be designed into

the structural block. It could also be located in a void, making

it much more oPen. However, its location must be determined be-

fore Ëhe structure is built, because ph:mbing and stove wiring are

difficultfortheusertorelocaËe"IfanefficíenËplug-in

kiËchencouldbedeveloped,itwouldbeideal.Likewise'Ëhebath-

roommustbepre-locaËed.onebathroomispl-acedineachzoneof

personalsPaces--StructuralboxesaroundasmallcruciformplaË-

form (a link). Also off this zone is a reaÏ exit' Each dwelling

will Ëhen have at least two exits: Ëhe front leading to a tgroupr

area'andtheoneinËhepersonalzonewhichcouldalsofunction

as a Private enLrance.

Roughed-inp1-umbingmaybebuiltintocertainpositionsfor

Ëwopbssibilities.Firstly,Ëheywouldpermit.theadditionofan

extra family Ëo the conununity if spaces allowed. secondly, a

lgroupt or ¡unitt may wish Ëo cook'corununall-y'

outside of the fanrily dwellings Ëhere will be core facilities

to serve the conrnunities, such as stairs' storage, workshops and

lounges. As the leve1 of conununity increases ' Ëhe architecË ü7i11

control more of the design'
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The mechanical system runs vertically through ducts in the

wall-s of the strucËural bLocks. The ducts are closed off by the

partiËion sysËem, whose panels can easil-y be removed for access"

The heating system is hybrid. The whole space is heaËed to a

minimum temperature (say 20oC) by forced air pumped out at Ëhe

perimeter. Individual- spaces can be further tempered Ëo taste

wíth electTíca'|, heaËing on each platform, individually controlled.

I^Iiring runs through some of the channels in the ceiling.

fhe columns of the parÈition system, which may have an electric

ouËl-et in them, can be p1-ugged into iË, as can overhead lighËing.

There are wa11+nounted lights operated by switches on the side of

each void at each level- and inside each structural b1ock.

An auxiliary system is providéd for underground parking,

although its planning is ancillary Ëo the design of Ëhe social

system. Its platforms each support four columns of sËructural

blocks. The platforms sit on four columns, spaced to permiL the

parking of cars efficiently beËween. Stairs lead up Ëo tunitr

spaces. The mechanical room will al.so occu1 Itithi4 the grid of

columns.

III. Skin of StrucËure

The exterior skin is a system of many ParËs. A number

provided to permit joining at interior

The forrn of the housing sYsËem is

of extra components musË be

corners, an ageless problem.
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strong enough Ëo generate of itself an aesthetíc response, so Ëhe

finish of the skin is inuoaËerial. However, a pre-cast concrete

skin system has been designed to show a reasonable alternaËive

(see Figure VII-1-3, p. 13B ).

The open corriers of the sËructural- blocks can have wíndows

or be filled wiËh solid panels of any material that contrasËs with

the pre-cast components. A few bl-ocks, on the roof, or i,¡ithin the

exËernaL landscape, will be 1efË completely open and serve as ex-

terior archiËectural spaces--perhaps a Eazebo or shaded siËËing

area or bus shelter. Another component is required to form a

railing around usable roof spaces. The skín which roofs the voids

can be of three components: a skylight, an exËerior stair, or a

solid panel.

The panels are insulated. Although the structural system

can be used in configurations in which a lot of surface area is

exposed, the integration of internal functions into one sPace

reduces the ratio of surface to volume, as opposed to detached

homes or conventional- conrnuniËy centres where functional amenities

are zoned commercial, institutional or recreational, and are set

apart in índividual buildings. The system can be used in response

to a coLd environment by sËacking it with regimented facades to

reduce surface area, and orienting openings southerly. Cold

v¡eather response is also reflected in non-maÈería1 systems. For
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exampl-e, the high concenËraËion of'residents in spaces linked direcËly

to conmunity ameníties enables social events Ëo occur in a ¡oarm

aËmosphere wiËh groups of people huddled together and bracked from Ëhe

weather ouËside.

All pl-atforms suitabLe for personal and facrily use have day-

light exposuïe, with the exception of some of the elongated

tintermediater ones v¡hich will- funcLion primarily as circulation

nodes buË can also have secondary functions such as a dining nook

or laundry area. They wi1-1-, however, receive indirect light via

o¡her platforms. Also, a few of the interior structural blocks have

no exterior exposure, buÊ agairn sunlight is rrot a parameter for Lheir

use: kitchens, workshops, or storage. If rooms are partitioned off

without openings, then a panel- vrith a venËilatiori screen above a

door must be used

Part of the skin system is a coaËing of landscaping. The

strucËural system is a geologicai- sËrucËure, like a rock outcrop

which underlies a hi1l, and plantings are places on the caps of

Ëhe structural boxes. In beËween, on the roofs of 'the plaËforms,

can be outdoor activiËy areas, such "s pltygtounds, siËting and

viewing areas, amphiËheatres, outdoor classrooms, and sundecks.

Roof gardens can occur in eiËher Ëhe public or private realm, and

many platforms also ïave private balconies. It would even be

possible Ëo rent ouË ParËs of Ëhe roof for vegetable gardens for

occupanËs
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Exterior landscaping is designed on the same grid as Ëhe

buil-ding, to join architecture with earth by transition. Inside,

'pl-antings can be placed by residents and corununiËy groups where-

ever sunl-ight a1-1-ows.

Primary Svstem

I. lþ-in Components_

The primary system is the strucËure itsel-f, consisting of

the platforms and structural blocks. Concrete beams are suspended

beËween the blocks, framing Èhe voids. On these beams sit the

platforms (see Figure VIl-l-4, p. L4Z).

The platforms are prefabricated waffle slabs, deep enough

to wiËhstand the stresses of erecËion. The blocks have open corners.

Their wal-ls are thickened at each edge to form columns, with Èhe

space beËween permitting ductwork. The bottom of the block has a

floor, but the top is lefË open to prevent duplicaËion of structure.

The perimeËer of the block is stiffened v¡ith headers at Ëhe Ëop and

bottom.

Ceil-Íngs are high. This al-lows headroom for the placement

of steps between platform and block, and enabl-es Ëhe user to

establish hj,s own ceiling heights using a suspension system. A1-

though Ëhe user would have to devise his own suspension system, he

could fasËen iË to the parËition channels.
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II" Special ComponenËs

The structural system has some speciaL components. The

top of each colurnn of bl-ocks is capped with a roof pLaËe. The

el-evations of the bl-ocks can be varied by employing square fill-ers

wíthÍn Ëhe coh:mns. In this way fLoor leveLs can be changed by

hal-f or guarËer of a storey. There are al-so bl-ocks which can

support a pLatforrn with Ëhe sa^ne floor 1eve1. This al-l-ows the

provision of one-level combinations of sPaces, and would enable

a tenant ín a wheelchair to arrange a dwelling on the ground floor.
êñf,I^Iide spaces are spanned r¡iËh a sPace-frame. The frarne Ís

a sysLem of semi-octahedra and Ëetrahedra (see Figure VII-15,

p. I44). On top of it are placed skylights and electric lighting.

The frame is suspended, like the-plaËforms, on beams between the

structural blocks.

In pl-aces it is redundanË to use Ëhe blocks when only the

ends of one or two beams are to be supported. In such cases a

twingr is-used in p1-ace of the bl-ock. The wing'.Ís simply a wal1

component v¡hich flanks the voids. Its edges are thickened as

colurnns, with duct space in between.

AL1 platforms can be designed for the sarne loading con-

ditions as they suppoït only their or^/n weight and the live l-oad

applied to their surface. The sËructural blocks on Ëhe other

hand, supporË the weight of the blocks above them and the
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pl-atfor-rs. The bLocks at the bottom may require more reinforcing

than Ëhose aË the top of a column. In this manner the need Ëo

refine parËs to different loading conditons is confined Ëo on1-y

one cortrponent--the block.

trTays of using the system Ëo support blocks and p1-atforms

are shor^rn in Fígure VII-16, p. L46.

Super SvsËems

The lower levels of Ëhe conrnunity hierarchy can be defined

st.ructurally by the primary system and its componenËs. For

example, a personal space could be conËained in a structural block,

oï on a smaller plaËform. A family space could form on a larger

p1-aËform. Group terriËory would occupy a combinatÍon of platforms

and bl-ocks. But larger coumuniËies would require structural

definiËion which ís exËernal- to the kit of parts. They woul-d

occupy spaces structured by super-systems whose cornponenËs are

derived from the primary system.

- 
When elements of the primary system are assembled, Ëhe

spaces within the Ëotal structure are suitable for group, family

and personal use. But Ëhe spaces formed outside the structure,

and surroundíng ít, form another sysËem. These external spaces

constitute runitl territory. They are either open Ëo the sky or

sþlight. The unit super-system is in total a sealed space,

naking the unit a self-contained package. This is symbolic of
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sect ron plan

Block on Block
m

Ptatform on Btocks

Ptatform on
Bl.ocks & Wrngs

Btock on 1/2-
Storey Fr [ler m

Blocks on
Parkrng Structure

METHODS OF_ SUPPORT
FIGURE VI I 16
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the linits of user control, as well- as rePresenting Ëhe close

social- contact of the unit cournunity.

By stackíng packages of tunitst Ëogether, â tsectionr

can be developed. The section is Ëhus a sysÈem of sealed spaces.

Líkewise, Ëhe ¡blockt is a system of four or five sections, a1--

though its cormunity spaces are not enclosed. The vocabulary

for structuring the configuration of a block ean be unique from

any other bl-ock. Although a block can be linked by bridge or

tunnel to other blocks, it ís the 1-argest structure conËaíned in

a pedestrian island.

The neighbourhood, a system of blocks, is the largesË

1eve1 at which the structural systen is used. AË this leveL it

can overlap wiËh the surrounding.cormnunityr so that some of the

blocks of the neighbourhood system may be constructed withouË

use of Ëhe primary system. However, as a suPer-sysËem, the

neighbourhood stil-1 has its archiËectural idenËity rooted in the

primary system of sËructural blocks and p1aËforms.

ArchiËecturai Controls Vs. User Controls

The housing system has been designed

of the environrnent by the user. Accordingly,

from convenËional housing, where each user is

to facilíËaËe control

its form must deviate

assigned to a family



cel-1, and the sËructural organLzaËion discourages social interaction.

On the other hand, many controls must, reasonably, be reÊained by

the architect Ëo establish some order in the design, to regulate

the use of facilities, and to encourage healthy natural and social

interaction. -Some of the designerrs controls will be permanent.

Others will be changeabl-e or moveable, to enable experimentat,ion

with the structure after íts initial use has been evaluated over

a períod of Ëime" SËil1 other architectural control-s can be

re-assígned to the user when it is demonsËraËed that cormnunity

organization has matured enough to enable him to take over.

The basic areas of conËrol can be listed and sunrnarízed.

This outline deals with the maximum possibiliËíes for user control.

The sysËem could function i,tith any lesser degree of choice assigned

to'tenants.

I. The Grid

The architect controls Ëhe planning of the grid. This

enables him to systemize the construction of the project, with the

advantages of economy and Ëechnícal sophisticatiorr which mass-

productíon brings. Control of the grid design also enables the

designer to esËablish a sense of order \^7iËhin Ëhe sËrucËure, and

to co-ordinaËe the relaËionships of iËs parËs" The user retains

choice of his position within the grid. Using a componenË system
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he can govern growËh inËo the grídrs voids. The user can choose

patËerns of plaËforms in the Ëhird dimension as well, and has

three-dimensional control over his rel-ationships with neighbours.

A plan drawing is therefore a cumbersome method of indicaËing

which platforms a particular tenant possesses, because Ëhey may

consist of many different levels.

II. P1aËforms

lüithin the grid, the architecË determines where platforms

wil-i- be located. Floor pads are heavy sËructured eLements which

cannot be handled conveniently by the user, and their position

remains permanent. But the user can choose which p1-atforms he

vrants, depending on availabiLity, and can increase or decrease

his dwelling when suitable, or Ërade plaËforns with neighbours.

He also has Lhe option of extending platforms into the voids, or

subdividing them lrith parËitions.

III. Arf]-curaË10n

The architecË has the power Ëo artículate the system

components withín the grid. This enables him to encourage, through

Ëhe juxtaposition of parËs, Ëhe formation of corrnuniËies in the

desíred hierarchy, thus expressing a characteristic of a leisure

habitat. He can al-so mass Ëhe exterior to suit ern¡ironmental- con-

ditions and to complement his aesthetic ideals.
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Theuser,however,isnotforcedLobowtothepressures

of social1rzatior- exerted by the sËrucËural configuration. He is

free Ëo style a very private life if he wishes ' But if he

accepts the íntended social structure, he will relate to and can

deËermine, with others, the institutions which will form.

IV. Core Facilities

The archiËect musË design and locate coïe facílities '

such as bathrooms, kitchens, and rear exits, because Ëheir position

is dependenË on servicing or function and their construction is

complex and permanent, The user can esËablish Ëhe relationship

of his chosen spaces to the core facilities.

V. Rules for Location of Dwellíngs

Some rules must be esËablished by the designer to

designaËe particular sPaces Ëo Ëenants. Each family musË be en-

sured of claiming a full set of core facil-ities. Rules al-so en-

abi-e the densiËy of a conununity to be controlled. Building codes

and safety criteria must be catered to, so Ëhe architect must

exert control Ëo eusure their standards are met. By making rules

for the locaËion of dwellings, the designer can predict external-

circulation patËerns, thereby simplifying their organization and

building them in with rugged and permanent comPonents.

After conrnuniËy organt-zations form and mature, the rules

can be redefined and some control transferred to the tenants.
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Although tenarits must accePt a package of core facilities, Ëhey are

still- free to determine growth of the unit beyond the core, and

control the external ljmits of their dwe11ing" They also conËrol

the way in which they relate to neighbours and surrounding cormunity

sPace "

VI. Finishes

In 1-arger cornnunity sPaces, f inísh material-s are deLermined

by the designer. He will attempË to creaLe a variety of environ-

mental condiËions to provide a diversity of moods and spaÊial sen-

sations.Thisisaccomplishedbymanipulatingfinishqual-ities,

such as texture, colour, acoustics, and lightíng, in transiËional

states throughouË a structule, modified by intended use. Spaces

could be hard or sofË, coaïse or smooth, brightly coloured or dull,

l_oud or quiet, bright or dark. By affecting the physical charac-

terístics of a habiLat, Ëhe architect can exert conËrol over Ëhe

use of spaces. In this way he is abLe to suggest, through his

use of materíals, a hierarchical otgan|zation of spaces, assuming

that social use can be influenced by rnaterials used, wiËhouË

labelling sPaces for specific functions. The furniture he uses Ëo

landscape spaces could similarily influence the use of sPace, and

iËs characteristics, too, should reveal a diversity of physical

qualities. Presumably, if enough different spatial conditi-ons are

provided, then a1mosË any leisure activiËy can find a nearly ideal
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environmenË in which t,o function. The user wiLl have the choice

of thus relaËing his activity Ëo archiËectural characteristics'

I^Iithin his family and personal Ëerritories he will also have the

opËion Ëo choose his own finish maËerials and change exisËing ones '

VII. Partitioning

Tosimplifytheuseofpartitionsasystemsl.rouldbe

designed by the archiËectn Hê should also be able Ëo co-ordinate

the appearance and control the qualiËy of the partiËioning. By

letting the user f inish his or^zn spaces (with material-s as 'well- as

partitions) labour cosLs are avoided, making up for the price of

the parËition sysËem. The user can locaËe Ëhe partiLions freely,

and determine which components of the system best suiË his spatial

needs. He al-so controls the'nature of spatial dívisions, deciding

wheËher to have sËrict parËiËioning or to leave spaces open. He

could have the option, if he is particularly skilled, Ëo custom-

buil-d his own form of ParËitions.

Manasement Methods

There are a number of alternative methods for managing

use of the system. The first is co-operative rental. A family

group would apply for space. They would receive a rental pack-

age of one platform suitable for family use, the minimum core

facilities, and a basic number of components of their choice for
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expanding or dividing space. Extra platforrns and extra comPonents

!üould require extra rent. When platforms are vacaËed, co-op tnem-

bers wouLd have priority of claíming them over ne$l tenants" Co-op

members would share in all decision making.

If the system vlere to serve as a condominium, ic woul-d

function simil-arily to a co-op, excepË that the basic package and

ext,ra parËs can be bought. Platforms and components can al-sO be

sol-d or traded.

contrnune could o\dn or rent a comPlete conrnunity, such as

a runitt or a tsectj.onr. They would establish equal orvnership for

a1_1_, with spatial use determined naturally by need and by group

pressure.

Another alternative is to finish the interior design and

provide conventional- fixed aPartments for each family. User con-

trol wou1d, as in most contemporary housing, be confined to family

dwelLings. The family would have more space allctted to iË aË the

expense of cornrnunity territory.

But the most realisËic alternative would be to al1ow aLl-

previous methods Ëo be employed as needed within a neighbourhood.

There could be a mix of conventionål apartments, co-op renËal

units, condominiums, and communes within Ëhe consrunity strucËure,

providing choice for all needs.
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COMMUN ITY TERRITORIES WITHIN UNIT
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Uqe of HouSine SYstem

I. Shaping the Structure

The firsË step in planning Ëhe use of the system is to over-

1ay on the grid a social strucËure which indicaËes a cormnunity

hierarchy. The overlay wil-l- show which platfonns within the grid

wil-L be suitable for personal or fanrily use, and the territories

that !?i11 be used corrnunally by each leve 1 of the hierarchy (see .

FÍgure VTI-I-7, p.154 ). The nexË step is to determíne the forrn of

the buiLding within the grid. The perirneter is artículated. In-

terior space is provided to suiL the necessary areas, and arranged

three:dimensionally as required by each social territory. The

shaping of the structure should also consider the input of charac-

teristics of nature, such as a range of spaËiaL experiences and an

informal patËern, The exËerior shape should reflect Ëhe designerrs

parËicular criteria fo: that site. He may wanË the facades to

sympathize with the existing landscape. A.híl1y site and a prairie

Location would dictate different massings. He may wish Ëo creaËe

a maze-like appearance by stacking modules at random. 0r, if Ëhe

designer is energy-conscious, he cou.ld develop a very regul-ar

facade. Although the system can be used in configurations which ex-

pose a l-oË of surface area, the usable volume enclosed is large,

as mentíoned previousLy, and since cormnunity functions are inËegrated

into the same structure exposed areas are reduced, openings

I
I
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(especíali-y exterior doors) are kepË Èo a minímum, and people can

walk from place to p1-ace wiËhout going outside.

On first glance Ëhe building would appear to have a very

random arrangement of components. BuË Ëhe plan reveal-s a very

sËrong orderíng principle--Ëhe grid. Its strength is necessary

Lo simplify the complex organízation of the building. A1so, it

facilitates systemlzatíon of the components and draws on Éhe

benefiËs of technology. ïf a designer wished to provide for

fuËure expansion or contraction, he could develop the building as

an open system which gror^rs \,Jithin the grid.

On the other hand, the apparent sense of randomness,

when the building is viewed in Ëhree-dimensions, relieves the

percepËion of the powerful grid. Itlithin the framervork of the

grid the designer has the freedom to zone platforrns and Ëo

define cormnunity territories as he pleases. Diverse spaËial_

experiences can be creaËed within and withouË the structure.

The form of the building can be reflective of the many inËeracË-

ing levels of plaËforms and structural blocks. The disordered

form can have natural qualities, if it is informally articulated

and al-lowed to step up from its peri*eter as if an outgror{th of

the ground. If the grid is extended beyond rhe building and

used for 1-andscaping, there will also be the naËuralness of tran-

s it ion.

I"1N ESS
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Although the grid is very symmetrical and establ-ishes

rectilinear co-ordinates which control the fabric of the sËrucËure,

ass)rrrnetrical freedom is encouraged within the grid. The designer

manipulates the components by adding or subtracËing them within the

three-dimensional- co-ordinates of the toËal space package. The

interplay between Ëhe gridts strong geometry and the random order-

ing of components is shown in Fígure VII-18, P. L56.

II. Àrranging Communitv Hierarchv

After the platforms are erected, .the population is moved

in. People terriËoriaLLze as they please, except thaË each family

must have at least one intermediate-sized platform, off r+hich is a

kitchen, and aË least one link (small cruciform platform), r+hich

corinects to a baËhroclm and rear exit. The strucËural blocks rvould

probably be desired as personal spaces, being ideal for bedrooms.

Two blocks could be linked to provide a large bedroom with a dress-

ing area or pre-bedroom adjacenË. The platforms, Ëoo, can be used

for pers-onal space. One intermediate plaËform could be subdivided

into Ëwo bedrooms. The personal territories could function in other

leisure-oriented rrays: study, workshop, music room, etc. Some

al-ternative vrays of using blocks and plalforms are shor.rn in Figure

VII-L9, p. 158.

A family f-iving area could take up a large platform. Or

it could be divided into two activity areas on upper and lower

-l=
I

'l
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FIGURE VI I-20
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intermediate platforms. The possíb1_e

imagination of Ëhe occupants.

Group space coul-d consisË of a

arrangements are left to the

few platfo:rns and blocks,

partially encLosed and on a number of differenÉ levels. off this

space wi1l be the entrances to about four fnmily territories. En-

cI-osed parts of the group space can be partitioned. Use of the

platforms will be suggesËed by the qualities of its materials and.

spaces, rather than by labelling.

To form a unit, platforms are best arranged in an annular

pattern to form a doughnut-shaped stTucture. This permits com-

binatíons of family and personal platforms to occur within an un-

interrupted círcle. In this way, there is no dwelling at the end

of a building, as would occur on Habrackents ribbon system, and

the popul-ation is focused inward Ëo the conrrunal spaces in the

hole of the doughnut. This central area is skyl_it. It is parË

of a pedestrian streeË which runs through the uniË, with con¡nunal

activity areas opening onto it. A section Ëhrough a unit, show-

ing its communíty arrangement, is sketched in Figure VII-20, p.160

A section is formed of units grouped around an enclosed

ma1l. The mal1rs spaces can serve Ëhe functional and social re-

quirements of its local_ residents, and it can also contain in-

stitutional or conrnetcial uses which serve a Larger external pop-

ulation. The sectionrs funcËion is anrbiguous, and will evolve as

residents organize.
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The bLock, as its name implies, could fi1L a city b1ock.

Across it would be a transition from an urban character, where Ëhe

density is concentrated, to a more park-líke setting, with commercial

or office use where the urban acËivity is and insËitutionaL faciLities

in lower density areas. A possibLe arrangemenË for a block is shown

in Figure VII-21, p. 162.

A neighbourhood, being a group of four blocks, would have a

central" urban core surrounded by high-density structure. This core

wou1d serve as a transportation node. Each block would be strongly

l-inked by bridge or ùunnel, and shops cou1d be locaËed on many levels.

The density decreases to\^lards the perimeterr and the rvhole neighbour-

hood is surrounded by greenery (see Figure YTT-?-2, p. 164).

III. Instill-ing Traits of Nature

Not only the social system is built into the strucËural

híerarchy. Natural elements also:occur at every Level- of corununity,

with rrnre user choice at the smaller Ëerritorial- levels. These

el-emerrts w-i11 be integrated with the strucËure Ëhrough transiËion,

from ordered natural landscape items sponLaneous arrangement

of sËructuraL elemenËs within Ëhe gfid. Since the grid exËends

into the landscape, the system r^rill have limitless boundaries. IË

is fused with the infÍnite natural- worLd through Ëransition.

The system itself has inherent natural qualiËies. It can be

used ín configurations which provide diverse combinaËions of spaces:

cl-osed and open, high and low, bright and dark. Its materials and

finishes also can provide diversity through appeal to senses.
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Transitions from place to place wilL be unpredictable, reveal-ing

a maze of spontaneous experiences. Over time and space Ëhe

structure will change" People come and go, and needs change, so

envirorrnental- experiences will be in a state of flux. But the

arrarigement of components conËrols thís change by fortifying the

social, structure. This in Ëurn equilibrates the ecological

development of the populaËion as iË inËeracts with the physical-

structure.

Organic relationships encompass more than the flexibility

and interconnectedness of sub-systems or the geological nature

and landscaped blankeË of the strucËure. The hu.man himself is

an organic element of Ëhe toËal system with hj.s choices affecting

the structure of the habitat. The primary sysËem is thus an

ínterface between man and habitat, so ËhaË environrnent evolves

naturall-y.

IV. A Utopian Dream

- -The proposed housing system gives the user freedom to

strive for his utopian dreams. He and the society he shares his

spaces with have the privilege of choice for determining Ëhe way

social institutions will be founded and gron. And he and they

will experíence a diversity of spatial- qualities which make the

essence of nature a part of everyday existenee. The combination

of social and natural inËeractions will encourage a more meaníng-

ful l-ife, replacing the occupational purpose instilled through

the roles of the disintegrating work ethic. Reflection on the
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meanings of social and natural interaction will lead the user Ëo

consider the place of his self within Ëhe univêrse, revealing in

his own mind and hearË stil-l- more meaning" He can thus atËain

a staËe of mind of Ërue Leisure, deËermining his acËiviËies for

hirnself based on his self-concept, and leading a fulfilling lífe

which rewards hinself and others wiËh the joys of being alive.

The beauËiful- world was made rvith all the elements which gíve man

the freedom to sËyle a l-ife of leisure as he p1-eases. The housing

sysË.em will- hopefully complement those el-ements, sheltering a

p1-ace on earËh for a few men where their leisure activities are

concentraËed. The leisure envirorrnertt may reveal to users nevl

roads Ëo meaningful exístence which Ëranscend society and nature

and Ëhe self. A re-evaluation of the significance of leisure may

indicaËe criteria for Ëhe design of yet another leisure environ-

ment which encourages sËi11 more sophisËicated prlrposes in life.

The design of leisure habitats could become a continuall-y evolving

process.

V. The Drawings

The following dravtings describe hypothetical uses of Ëhe

housing system. Exarnples of a single-famil-y horne, a group home for

six dweLlings, a unit for about 60 people, and a secËion for about

300 people have been developed. The drawings for the family and

group homes include possible dwelling and furniËure arrangements

(the userrs ínput) in fairly convenËional order, while the unit
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and section are described more concepËually. The soluËions shown

are not absol-uËe. Rather, they are suggestions which ill-ustrate

the versatÍlity of Ëhe system. Different configuraËions would

result fron differenË condiËions of sit,e, climate, population,

designerrs values, and other parameters and criteria exËernal to

the sysËemfs physical nature. The solutions should, however,

provide frameworks which respond to the needs of a man ât leisure,

and rvhich alLow him to be the finaL sculptor.
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GROUP HCME CF 6 DWELLINGS
NUMBERS INDiCATE ELEVATIONS OF PLATFORMS, IN STOREYS

SHADING DIFFERENTIATES A FEW Dl^lELLINGS

PLATFORM RELATIONSHIPS, PARTITIONS, AND FURNITURE ARE

SHOWN IN POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS, BUT WOULD BE ESTABLiSHED
BY THE USERS

FiGURE VI I-24A
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I,e,ve,ls 2 to 2-314
FIGURE V¡ t-24d
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MASSING MODEL

SHADING ON FOLLOWING DRAWINGS
COMMUNITY TERRiTORIES

NUMBERS I I\ìD I CATE ELEVAT i ONS OF

SHOWS HIERARCHY OF

PLATFORMS I N STOREYS

S ICT ION FCR 3CO PECPLI
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TIIERÄRCITY OF COMMUN]TY TERRITORIES

level T

POPULATION

INITERENT COMMUNITY

AREA

AREA PER PERSON

SOCIAL CONTACT LEVEL

ARCHITECTURAL DEFINITION

NATURAL AMENITIES

FUNCTIONAL CONTENTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
INSTITUTIONS

CRITERIA

NOTES

1

indivídual or couple

15 sq. rn./person - average

1-5 sq. n.

intimate and totally private.

structural module, rvith
exposure to fresh air, or part
of larger platform.

may have prívate balcony"

storage, shelving, electroni-c
enËertainment, sleeping furni-
Ëure, furniture requíred for
personal hobbies, clock.

sleep, rest, s'ludy, hobbies,
thinking, praying, intimate
ínËercourse, writing, readíng,
electronic entertainment.,
hygiene, personal business.

íntroverËed, freedom of
personali zation, 3-demensional
possibiliËÉes, flexíbility of
arrangement, acoustic isolation,
sensítive cl-imate control and
líghting, enclosed, textured.

increased sociability in
corununal territories should
be complemented by increased
privacy in personal territory,
and by increased potential
for private activiÈíes.

Figure A-2a
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ITIERARCI{Y OF COM,ÍUNITY TERRITORIES
level- II

POPULATION

INHERENT CO}ß,ÍIINITY

AREA

AREA PER PERSON

SOCIAL CONTACT LEVEL

ARCHITECTURAL DEFINITION

NATURAL AI"TENITIES

T'I.]NCTIONAL CONTENTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND

INSTITI]TIONS

CRITERIA

NOTES

4

famíly - nuclear or non-nuclear

30 sq. n.

approx. 20 ¡n. for 2 PeoPl-e,
plus 5 sq. m. per additional
person.

close friends or relatives
sharing dailY routine -
intímate relationshiP.

one large module (Platforrn)
with accessibíJ-itY to other
platforms.

terïace or balconíes, Planters'
use of greenhouse and skYlight
modul-es.

bathroom, storage, cooking,
telephone' disPlaY sPace (for
heirlooms, etc.), flexíble
built-in comPonents, media
entertaínment (television'
radio, stereo).

casual grouPing' entertaining
guests, cooking and eating'
family discussions, babY care'
relaxation, rest.

securíËy (lock) ' some climate
control-, introvertedr textured,
hígh flexibilitY of laYout'
intimaËe and casual, transition
to group territorY when not
locked.

as the familY become familiar
with the group communitY (level
III), they maY share cooking
and eatíng with the grouP.

Figure A-2b
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HIERARCHY OF COMMT]NITY TERRITOR]ES

POPIJLATION

INHEREÌüI CO}ßIUNITY

AREA

AREA PER PERSON

SOCIAL CONTACT LEVEL

ARCHITECTURAL DEFINITTON

NATI]RAL AMENITIES

FI]NCTIONAL CONTENTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
INSTITUTIONS

CRITERTA

15

group

40 sq. n.

2 .5 sq. m.

indívidual social interaetion -
spontaneous sharing of some
personal possessions: food,
nevrspapers, magazines, decora-
tions, tape decks.

group of sma1l and intermediaËe
-sized modul.es - partially
enclosed - overlooking larger
community - leve1 changes for
diversity of use.

sunshíne
ínteríor plantings

some buílt-in furniture
al-loruing multi-use, potted
plants, vines, flower boxes,
etc.

socíalizable hobbies: weaving,
paintíng, singing, gardeníng,
draughting, etc. - young child-
rents quiet play - relaxation,
dínner parties,, some meal
preparation and eating,
parËicipatíve entertainment,
home movies, musícianship,
handicraft displays (and other
forms of individual creative
expression), cards, coffee,
drinking, knitting bees, rapping.

informaliËy, group personali-
zation, textured, warm, homey,
flexíble, open-planned, acousËíc
control from larger territory,
set environmental controls.

Figure A-2c



HIERARCIIY OF CO},ßÍUNITY TERRITORIES
level IV

POPULATION

INHBRENT COMMUNITY

AREA

AREA PER PERSON

SOCTAL CONTACT LEVEL

ARCHITECTITRAL DEFINITION

NATURAL AMENITIES

FUNCTIONAL CONTENTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND

INSTITUTIONS

CRITBRIA

60

unit

150 sq. n.

2.5 sq. n.

everyone knovrn bY name

day-to-day indívidual inter-
action, smallest Political unit'

enclosed space formed among large
selection of modules.

skylit
exËension to outdoors, and vice-
veïsa.

sítting areas, loungíng areas'
perhaps a firePlace, sËorage for
large personal pods (sports equip-
r.ti, Èoot", Erunks), notice board'
maíl collectíon, garbage disposal'

conmunal gatheríng Point (non-
focal), energetj-c PlaY for Pre-
schoolers (can be suPervised from
group space above), Partíes,
sponËaneous get-togethers'
indivídual sports (ping-pong, tennis,
catch), unít meetings' activity
or ganization, recold-hoPs .

acoustic control from level III'
wearable surfaces, medium líghting
level, forms main street' flexible
Ín function, colourful, comfortable,
set climaËe, oPen ceiling, soft
but flat Ëexture.

active and haPPY space, architect
controlled, level changes betr'7een
pedestrían street and unit floor
spaces..

NOTES

FÍgure A-2d
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HIERARCI{Y OF COWÍI]NITY TERRITORIES

POPULATION

INHEREI\rI COMMUNITY

AREA

AREA PER PERSON

SOCIAL CONTACT LEVEL

ARCHTTECTURAI DEFINITION

NATI]RAI AMEN]TIES

FI]NCTIONAL CONTENTS

SUGGESTED ACT]VTTIES AND

INSTITUTIONS

CRITERIA

NOTES

250

section

250 sq " rn.

1 sq. m. (not countíng cars)

recognized by síght, or known
tof t, friendly interacLion,
but infrequent and irregular
(not every day) - usually ín
groups.

focal point
direcËion change

poËted trees and plants
rtater

central figure: sculpture or
fountain, etc.. car maintenance
shop, laundr:y, workshops,
music practice roons.

meetíng place
regul-ar group interaction

parking access
semí-controlled climate

social amenities giving a\^ray to
functional amenities.

Figure A-2e



HIERARCIIY OF CO}ß{UNTry-TERRIIORIES
level VI

202

ì¡

ì,i
::r

tì
!ì

PO?ULATION

INHERENT CO}ßIUNITY

AREA

AREA PER PERSON

SOCIAL CONTACT LEVEL

ARCI1ITECTURAI DEFINITION

NATURAL AMENITIES

FUNCTIONAL CONTENTS

1,000

block

approx. 2 to 3 hecËares built-
up.

densitY of 300 to 500 Per
hectare.

formal individual interaction,
regular unít interaction (teams)

possible gríd change
pedestrian domaín with build-
ings and Parkland
peripheral roads

outdoor envíronment, with shelter
transitíon Ëo toË41 greenerY'
natural penetration ínto structure'

semí-formal centraL PLaza, club-
roomsr corner enterPrises:
groceïY store, Pub, snack-bar'
iews-stand, etc., Parkland'

active events: dances, intra-
mural sports, larger childrents
play (uP to L2 Yeats), strolling
änd exploring roof-toP gardens'

transiËíon from natural to urban
' íncreased density tol'lards urban

core.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIBS
TNSTITUTIONS

CRITERIA

AND

Figure A-2f
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HIERARCTTY OF CO}T4UNITY TERRITOR]ES
1evel VII

POPI]LATION

ÏNHERENT CO},ßÍUNITY

AREA

AREA PER PERSON

SOCIAL CONTACT LEVEL

ARCHITECTURJ,L DEFINITION

NATI]RAL AMENITIES

FUNCTIONAL CONTENTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
INSTÏTUTIONS

CRITERIA

NOTES

4,000

neighbourhood

approx. 20 hectares

approx. 200 per hectare íncludíng
parks

share coûìnorl insËítutíons

largesE scale use of strucËural
system
different vocabulaËies in
arrangement of system

. strong architectural idenËity.

exposed to elements
surrounded by greenery

major athletíc facilítÍes
churches, school, scouË Èroop,
basic shops, theatre, medical
centre, market place, shopping
cenËre serving external terri-
tories, major pLaza, transporta-
tion node, library.

particular quality of environ-
ment and society.

local colour
urban character
dístinct architectural vocabulary
density concentrated at urban
core (centrum)
pedestrian links

cornmunity is defined totally by
functíon.

Figure A-2g
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